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SPORTS 
Men's Basketball Women's Basketball Indoor Track 
vs. Toledo at Toledo at Kent 
Saturday 7 p.m.   Saturday 2 p.m.    this weekend 
Men hope to walk away with 
another win against 
eighth-place Rockets 
Women hope to maintain a 
hold ot third place with win 
against Rockets 
Falcon men and women 
head to MAC Champion- 
ships in search of gold 
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"Serving the Bowling Green community for over 75years" 
Union ideas presented to trustees 
By   DARLA   WARNOCK   and 
SARAH BEONARSKI 
The BC News  
The possibilities are endless. 
Designers presented just a few 
of their working ideas for the 
new student union to the Univer- 
sity Board of Trustees Thursday. 
Some new ideas were sug- 
gested through group brain- 
storming within the past couple 
months, including the destruc- 
tion of Prout Hall. 
The Ideas discussed at the edu- 
cational meeting were updated 
versions of the union expansion. 
Some preliminary conceptual 
drawings look at the idea of 
expanding the current Union into 
the space currently occupied by 
Prout Hall. 
Principal Paul Knell of the de- 
sign firm WiUiams-Trebilcock- 
Whitehead made the conceptual 
presentation to the trustees. 
He said that using the current 
Union may not provide enough 
space to expand and house all 
necessary programs. 
"We concluded that If Prout 
weren't here, then we could 
expand and put In things that we 
couldn't do before," Knell said. 
"This would solve a lot of the 
needs of student organizations." 
Knell said incorporating most 
student organizations into the 
union would provide for a more 
student-based atmosphere and a 
positive environment. 
The WTW working group, 
composed of various University 
faculty members, are focused on 
attaining a wide variety of ideas 
from various sources. 
Ed Whlpple, vice president of 
student affairs, explained that 
the group is still in the process of 
gathering ideas and feedback 
from the University community. 
"All of this is under review and 
is a work in progress," Whlpple 
said. "I would like to get a report 
to [University President Sidney 
Ribeau] in early April so that he 
can review it and act accord- 
ingly." 
Whlpple said Prout is a big 
consideration in the development 
process of a new union. He ex- 
plained that, with the lack of bed 
space needed by the University, 
closing Prout becomes a more 
feasible possibility. 
"We're   shutting   down  three 
residence halls next year, so we 
don't need the space," Whipple 
said. "We would not say *no more 
Prout Hall,' but what we can do is 
relocate Prout Hall so that it is 
preserved." 
Knell said a number of things 
need to be incorporated in the 
new union, regardless of if the 
space Prout occupies Is used or 
not. 
He emphasized the need for a 
modem facility with user- 
friendly services, starting with a 
more commercial look in the 
main area of food services. 
"Food services are changing 
dramatically - gone is the 
cafeteria style," Knell said. 
"Students want more of a re- 
tailed look and their dining to be 
more home-like." 
In order to achieve a more 
home-like facility, a number of 
options are available. Knell said. 
The survey conducted among a 
select group of University stu- 
dents and faculty showed a new 
food marketplace as the number 
one priority in a renovated or 
new union. 
Other reiponses ranged from a 
coffeehouse to a post office. 
Handle With Care 
BG New. Phata by Ciaa Fkmiif 
Field House employees Frank Vamos and Nicki Cox carry in the flags of Recreational Sports, the state 
of Ohio and the United States on Thursday through wind and rain. 
Back at BG, maybe 
Olscamp may 
possibly return 
to the BGSU 
curriculum 
ByVINCEGUERRIERI 
The BC News  
Former University President 
Paul Olscamp may return to 
teach at the University when his 
term is up as the Interim presi- 
dent of the University of South 
Dakota. 
The University of South Da- 
kota selected a new president. 
Jim Abbott will take over for 
Olscamp on July 1. Olscamp, who 
was a professor emeritus of phi- 
losophy, may return in the fall. 
According to Marvin Belzer, 
chairman of the philosophy de- 
partment, Olscamp is expected to 
return to teach under the sup- 
plemental retirement program, 
where retired faculty members 
can continue to teach for a frac- 
tion of the salary they made as 
full-time faculty members. 
"He does have the option to 
come back and teach if he wants 
to next fall," Belzer said. 
Belzer also noted that Olscamp 
is scheduled to teach next fall. 
If he does return, Olscamp also 
faces scrutiny regarding several 
court cases regarding cover-ups 
of the Phil Mason-Bernadette 
Noe sexual harrassment scandal. 
A recent ruling by Wood 
County Common Pleas Judge 
Charles Kurfess said Olscamp, 
along with Affirmative Action 
Director Marshall Rose, des- 
troyed public documents, namely 
statements taken by Rose from 
employees of Mason. 
Jim Dyer, the attorney for the 
University, said a decision of 
whether or not to appeal will be 
made after a careful review of 
• See OLSCAMP, page three. 
Knell said he believes using the 
new concept of a multicultural 
lounge Is something that would 
Immediately benefit the Univer- 
sity in its quest to develop a cul- 
turally diverse community. 
"I think the whole multicultur- 
alism idea is one of the things 
we've seen that could work 
here," Knell said. "All the groups 
kind of relate to one lounge." 
The main issue at this point, 
according to Knell, is how 
different building designs will al- 
low for additional student ser- 
vices. 
"We're looking at how 
different programs will work 
with the building," Knell said. 
"It's not the architecture that 
makes it work, it's the program- 
ming." 
Whipple said a number of out- 
side issues also need to be ad- 
dressed before plans for a new or 
renovated union are finalized, 
starting with the parking situa- 
tion. 
Some of the preliminary de- 
signs allow for additional park- 
ing surrounding the union, with 
the possibility of a parking deck. 
"This is a horrible parking 10- 
Top 7 priorities the student body preferred in 
a renovated or new Student Union* 
Parcantaga 
cation right now and if you want 
people to come here, you've got 
to get these things worked out," 
Whipple said. "The one thing we 
didn't really talk about with this 
wonderful facility is parking." 
Whipple explained that the new 
union has a large impact on the 
campus community. Although 
the designs  for the union are 
neither finalized nor approved, 
he said it is important for stu- 
dents to get involved and excited 
at the prospect of attaining a new 
or improved union. 
"I hope students get excited 
about it," Whipple said. "It's hard 
to understand the amount of im- 
pact a vibrant student union can 
make." 
City Council election 
spawns fresh faces 
ByVINCEGUERRIERI 
The BC News  
Two University students and 
the former city police chief are 
among those seeking spots on the 
Bowling Green City Council. 
There are six spots up for elec- 
tion on the council. At-large rep- 
resentative Robert McGeein is 
not up for re-election this year. 
Four incumbent members are 
not seeking re-election, among 
them council president and at- 
large representative Joyce Ke- 
pke. Also not seeking re-election 
are Third Ward representative 
Becky Hansen, at-large repre- 
sentative Chet Marcln and First 
Ward representative Sarah Og- 
dahl, a University student. 
Two students are vying to rep- 
resent the First Ward, which in- 
cludes the University campus. 
The Republican candidate is Ju- 
lie Meyer, a sophomore pre-law 
major. 
Meyer faces no opposition in 
the May primary, but she said 
she will still be receptive to stu- 
dents before the November gen- 
eral election. 
"I plan on campaigning," 
Meyer said. "I think it's impor- 
City Government 
tan t for me to get out and find out 
what the residents of this ward 
want" 
Meyer is running against 
Shawn Luedde, a sophomore po- 
litical science major whom Allen 
Baldwin, the Wood County Dem- 
ocratic Party Chairman, calls 
"one of the most Impressive men 
I've ever met." 
Both Meyer and Luedde are 
from the area, Luedde from 
Maumee and Meyer from Per- 
rysburg, and Meyer sees this as 
an advantage. 
"I think I can have an under- 
standing about the things in this 
area," Meyer said. 
Meyer is especially concerned 
about the clashes that may exist 
between the residents of Bowling 
Green and the students at the 
University, and makes that one 
of the major issues of her cam- 
paign. 
"I'd like to see a lot better work 
between residents and students," 
Meyer said. 
The main themes for Luedde's 
campaign will be better police 
protection, better parks and rec- 
reation programs and strong 
municipal management. Luedde, 
like Meyer, likes the fact he will 
run unopposed in the May pri- 
mary. 
"It's always an advantage 
when you don't have someone 
running against you," Luedde 
said. "We're starting from the 
same block." 
In the Third Ward, Democrat 
Sandra Wicks will run against 
Galen Ash, who retired as police 
chief Feb. 14. Baldwin is confi- 
dent Wicks will make a good 
showing, despite the popularity 
of Ash. 
Baldwin notes the ward has the 
most stable demographics, and 
the Wicks family, who founded 
Grounds for Thought and Call of 
the Canyon, are very well-known 
within the community. 
"They're very well-networked 
and well-respected," Baldwin 
said. 
Two incumbent council mem- 
bers, Second Ward representa- 
tive William Fischer and Fourth 
Ward representative John Mura, 
are both seeking at-large seats on 
the Democratic ticket. They face 
• See COUNCIL, page three. 
Prosecution will request 
death penalty for Baker 
By   JACK   BUEHRER   and 
SARAH BEDNARSKI 
The BC News 
The alleged murderer of a 
University student is sched, 
uled to go to trial Monday. 
Cralg M. Baker of Fostoria 
will face charges of aggra- 
vated murder, felonious as- 
sault and two counts of aggra- 
vated burglary for the murder 
of Julie Kane and attack of her 
roommate, Tara Fahringer. 
Baker, 20, allegedly broke 
into Kane and Fahringer's 
home at 911 Mourning Dove 
Lane Sept 7 at approximately 
11 p.m. and slit Kane's throat 
as she spoke with a 911 dispat- 
cher. After slashing Fahringer 
across the face, Baker fled the 
scene before being detained by 
BG police bicycle patrolman 
AlanCarsey. 
Baker, alongside his attor- 
ney, Adrian Cimerman, 
pleaded not guilty on Nov. IS, 
despite his partial confession 
on the night of the murder. 
In late January, Baker 
waived his right to a jury trial. 
The case will instead be heard 
by a three-judge panel consist- 
ing of judges Gale Williamson 
of Wood County Common Pleas 
Court, Judith Lanzinger of 
Lucas County and Joseph 
Schmenk of Defiance County. 
Wood   County   prosecutor 
• See BAKER, page three. 
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The BG News reserres the right to edit 
Copyright O 1997. The BG News. Bowling 
Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this 
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The BG News is an independent publication 
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the 
academic year and weekly during the summer se- 
mester. 
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to 
the editor are not necessarily those of the student 
body, faculty. University administration or The BG 
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the 
Spring 1997 BG News staff. 
The BG News encourages its readers to notify 
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph 
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University administrators would 
realize that the last thing this 
campus needs is another contro- 
versial Issue for the student body 
to complain about. 
ApparenUy they're even farther 
removed from the campus than 
even I thought they were. The 
"powers-that-be" have released 
their plans to change our esteemed 
BGSU seal (you know, the circular 
one) Into something a little more 
dominant and recognizable. 
When 1 heard that plans were In 
the works to change the Univer- 
sity seal 1 couldn't help but 
shake my head in disbelief. 
You see. the ruling class of 
BGSU (no, It's not the 
students...that's only what they 
want you to believe) recently 
began a massive advertising 
campaign that will hopefully 
draw thousands of worthy 
students to this cold and windy 
campus and the "Swapping of 
the Seal" Is part of this "Let's 
Make BGSU Look Really Cool" 
movement. 
OK...great, but what's next? 
Sidney Rlbeau strutting around 
campus rapping about the ten 
best reasons to attend BGSU? 
Mind you. I'm not saying that 
changing the logo Is a com- 
pletely bad Idea, but the way the 
whole process Is being handled 
really leaves something to be 
desired. 
For example, when a paying 
student of this very campus 
attempted to submit a drawing for 
the new logo, the panel in charge 
of this whole fiasco refused to even 
look at it. Way to build community 
spirit, guys. 
Even if you had no in tendons of 
accepting the submission, you 
could have at least humored the 
guy by simply looking at his 
drawing. There was no need to be 
a Jerk about It...especially consid- 
ering the two awful choices you've 
been provided with. 
First off. we have "Choice 
Number One." the logo that looks 
like a decapitated sparrow head. 
Now, I don't know about you, but I 
wouldn't want to be represented by 
a decapitated sparrow head. 
Then of course we've got the 
ever-so-lovely "Choice Number 
Two." You know, the "Spread- 
Eagle" symbol. The first time I saw 
it. I anxiously blurted out "Hey, I 
saw that movie!" 
"Batman?" a classmate of 
mine asked. 
"No, he means The Crow." 
someone else responded. 
"Actually, the symbol re- 
minded me of the eagles used 
on Nazi flags. I Just watched a 
documentary on World War II 
the other day." I replied meekly, 
feeling like I just failed a pop 
culture quiz. 
I realize that (yet again) the 
students of this campus prob- 
ably are going to have little to 
no say about what happens 
with the University seal, so all 
we can do is pray that a toler- 
able choice of symbolic repre- 
sentation Is chosen. 
After all, we're the ones who 
might end up being known as 
The BGSU Pigeon Heads, not 
the administrators. 
Aaron Welsbrod Is the Thurs- 
day columnist for The News. 
"We're the 
ones who 
might end up 
being known 






Results of Tuesday's News Poll: 
78% of respondants said that they did not 
like either logo 
8%    said they liked Logo A 
10% said they liked Logo B 
4%    said they liked both 






Counterpoint: It's time for a change 




to revamp the 
present logos. 
It's a superfi- 
cial sign of the 
changes that 
have occurred 
since that last 
falcon design 
was instituted. The seal is a formal 
emblem, used for important 
documents. The athleUc falcon will 
continue to be used. A new logo 
search began to find an Ul'istration 
to suit more standard applications. 
We aren't the school we used to 
be. We have a new president with 
some progressive ideas—leaving 
the days of "Olscamp the Tyrant" 
in the dust. Even the Infamous 
"virgin vault" of McDonald Hall 
is no longer. 
Times have changed, so why 
not express that with a new 
logo? 
Change Is key to improving 
education. Evaluate the present 
and replace It with a more 
advanced edition. This Is true 
for books, technology and even 
logos. We've made Improve- 
ments In academic areas, 
renovated residence halls and 
the campus mall and con- 
structed new buildings. Why not 
change the outdated logo from 
the 1970s to catch up? 
But some things never 
change. The committee In 
charge of this whole process Is 
full of bureaucracy, tied up In 
committees and special polls. 
This limits our choices and our 
access to them. TLV- could be an 
opportunity for community voice. 
Instead, it's an Insufficient 
attempt by a small group to 
represent the entire student body 
of the University. 
I'm having trouble digesting the 
way the University Is handling the 
selecUon process. In their haste to 
revamp, they hired design firms to 
come up with new logos. Why 
waste our money with outsiders 
when we have an entire art depart- 
ment full of creative minds? 
To truly represent BGSU. 
administrators must tap into our 
internal resources. Why couldn't 
anyone affiliated with the Univer- 
sity submit their own design? 
I'm all for change, but let's stay 
with the spirit of community. Let 
the students, faculty and staff be 
more directly Involved In the 
process, instead of Just being 
forced to choose between two 
overstylized choices. People 
generally respond more enthusi- 
astically when they are involved, 
rather than Just being presented 
with opUons chosen by someone 
else. 
Check out the response. We 
have opinions, but we don't like 
our present choices.  Give us 
more of a selection, and then 
take a re-vote. The two hour 
Logomark Hotline is not 
enough. Keep all submitted 
designs on the University web 
page, and let the students vote. 
The logo concept Is to repre- 
sent our University, so let us be 
heard. 
Natalie Miller is a weekly 









Students actually believe in Tom 
There's a reason they don't put 
mirrors on the walls above urinals, 
I discovered. On a recent bathroom 
expedition. I stared at the wall, as I 
normally do. but much to my 
surprise, there I was. staring right 
back. Only I was UPSIDE DOWN! 
"Oh no." I thought. TVe flushed 
myself Into the parallel universe! 
And I'm trapped in a 1 Inch 
square!" 
I soon realized that It was only 
my picture on a copy of that day's 
News stuffed on top of the urinal. 
That bizarre episode placed an 
exclamaUon point on the situation 
that has developed in the last few 
weeks. At the beginning of the 
semester, my picture began to 
appear next to my column, and 
also occasionally on the front page. 
I never asked to have my picture 
In the paper. It was decided for me. 
I could have objected, refused, 
placed an asterisk where the 
picture is supposed to go, but that 
would have taken away too much 
of my time with chips and salsa. 
When I was five, I used to love 
having my picture In the paper. I 
was so proud. I thought 'Can you 
believe it? There's six thousand 
people in this town and they talked 
to me about Santa Claus!" 
But now that 1 have my picture 
In the paper every week, it's rather 
strange. All over campus on 
Fridays. I can't get away from 
myself. It's like that nightmare 
everyone has where all your 
extra left-over senior pictures 
come alive and stalk you saying, 
"You're not as popular as you 
thought, are you?" as they 
laugh sadisUcally before they 
paper-cut you to death. 
Or maybe that's Just me. 
The point Is, there's no 
escaping my picture. It's a 
simple fact. Everywhere I go. 
there I am. 
I'm at the library, all of the 
residence halls, at the grocery 
store: I even go to hockey 
games. During the announce- 
ment of the opposing hockey 
team's players. BG fans hold up 
newspapers in disinterest, then 
pull them down, chanting, 
-Who's he? Nobody!" The sad 
truth Is. most of these people 
are talking directly to me. 
One day a week, no matter 
what I do. I am grabbed by 
20.000 people. 
According to my calculations, 
this means that on the average 
Friday: 3.000 people drop me on 
the floor. 1,574 persons step on 
my nose. 16.000 people wonder 
what happened to the rest of my 
body. 374 people wonder If the 
picture Is actual size. 294 
people wonder If I am actually 
gray. 16 uery disturbed Indi- 
viduals put my Imprint In silly 
putty and stretch it Into all sorts of 
poses. 5 people put me through a 
paper shredder and one Very 
Scary Purple Slimy Monster living 
right under my bed grabs me In 
the middle of the night and eats 
me! 
That reminds me. 19,937 people 
leave me alone in the dark without 
a night light. 
Having my picture In the paper 
has Its good points too. In the 
immortal words of Joe Pelffer, 
"Now [I) can begin dating." 
It also has served to clear up 
several rumors. For example, the 
reports of my non-existence are 
greatly exaggerated. Once last 
semester, my name was Incorrectly 
put on a column written by Andrea 
Wood. Unlike my columns, 
Andrea's was completely serious 
and a valuable contribution to 
humankind. 
A person, let's call him Tyler, 
because that's what his name Is. 
assumed from this that Andrea 
wrote two columns, one serious, 
and another humorous one under 
the pseudonym Tom Mather. The 
next day a correction was placed 
that roughly read: "Correction: 
yesterday's column was incorrectly 
credited to Tom Mather. It should 
have been credited to Andrea 
Wood. The News regrets the error." 
By now. of course. Tyle' held 
firm to the belief that Tom Mather 
was the pseudonym for Andrea 
Wood. 
To Tyler's credit, the correc- 
tion did not specifically say that 
I wasn't the pseudonym for 
Andrea. Like a good News 
reader, Tyler maintained his 
belief In my non-existence. A 
friend of mine tried to tell him 
that she knew me. and that 1 
really existed, but let's face It. if 
a friend of yours told you the 
same thing about the Easter 
bunny, would you believe them? 
I can only imagine Tyler's 
surprise when he first saw the 
"pseudo" photo of myself. 
"Wow. The News really takes 
their practical Jokes seriously." 
I can only further imagine his 
surprise when he finally saw me 
walking around campus. 
According to my friend, he now 
really believes In my existence. 
Tyler. If you're reading this. Ill 
make you a deal: For eveiy baby 
tooth you lose. If you put It 
under your pillow, I'll leave you 
a dollar. But only If you promise 
never to flush me down the 
toilet. 
Tom Mather may or may not 
be a columnist for the News. 
Tyler and other believers can e- 
maH him at matherHbgnet. 
bgsu.edu or write him at 210 
West Hall 
"The point is, 
there's no 
escaping my 
picture. It's a 
simple fact. 
Everywhere I 
go, there I 
am." 
Friday, February 21. 1997 The BG News page three-: 
Correction made concerning Black History 
Month dinner theater 
The University* Black History Month dinner theater, spon- 
sored by the office of multicultural affairs, takes place Saturday 
at 7 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom inside the University Union. 
Incorrect information was published in Thursday's edition. 
City Blotter 
A man reported that his neighbor's door was open all day. 
He said that it looked like they were In a hurry and didn't 
shut It all the way. Police said they would look Into it. 
A Flexible Fryer wooden sled was missing on Tuesday. The 
woman said she left her sled at Cormeaut Hill, and she had 
last seen It on Monday. Police said they would call If It was 
found. 
Two suspicious-looking men were reported to police Tues- 
day afternoon. The woman stated that the two were sitting In 
a blue car. When approached by police, they were doing 
crossword puzzles and waiting for someone. 
A woman complained that her porch was being used for a 
rollerblade ramp. Police asked if she had asked them to stop, 
and she said no. A report was filed. 
A man passed out behind Gargoyles last Sunday night. He 
was half dressed and police took him home. 
A man complained that his blend owed him money. When 
police investigated, the friend said it Is a cMl problem, and 
he needed to contact a lawyer. 
A loose dog was walking around the 400 block of Hlllcreat 
yesterday morning. The dog was dragging his broken chain. 
The police located the owner, and the dog was given to 
him. 
A man reported his cat was missing yesterday afternoon. 
The cat got out of the house, and he was unable to locate It. A 
report was Died. 
Two men were shoving each other yesterday afternoon. 
When police arrived they stopped and were friends again. 
A man found a friendly white cat Monday afternoon. When 
police arrived he said If the owner was not found that he 
would like to adopt It. 
A woman found some ammunition that belonged to her 
deceased husband, and she wanted It to be picked up. Police 
said they would pick It up. 
Working out 
for the heart 
By MAUREEN BARRY 
The BC News  
Members of the University 
community interested In working 
out and lending a hand to the 
American Heart Association can 
do so Saturday at the Student 
Recreation Center. 
Fifteen SRC aerobics instruc- 
tors will teach their respective 
specialties to those attending the 
program from 9 am. to noon. 
"There will be 10-minute seg- 
ments of step, funk, high inten- 
sity, low Intensity, toning and 
strengthening," according to 
Cathy Swick, assistant director 
of fitness for recreational sports. 
The short segments will allow 
the participants to experience 
several different instructors and 
types of aerobics. 
According to Swick, healthy 
refreshments will be served and 
door prizes will be given away 
throughout the program. 
Swick said the 60 people who 
attended the program last year 
raised $1,500 for the American 
Heart Association. 
"We're hoping to exceed that 
amount," according to Sheila 
Brown, graduate assistant in the 
Health, Physical Education and 
Recreation department. 
Brown said participants have 
been asking for pledges prior to 
the event. 
To supplement the pledges col- 
lected, the program will cost $5, 
which is bursarable, or $10 for 
those without a pass to the SRC 
All money raised will benefit 
the American Heart Association. 
Brown has collected more than 
$300 in pledges for her first 
Dance for Heart program. 
"The purpose is to come 
together for a good cause, which 
is preventing heart disease and 
strokes, and to have fun," Brown 
said. "I'm very excited about it." 
The program will promote the 
aerobics program at the SRC by 
allowing participants to meet in- 
structors and try types of aero- 
bics they have never tried be- 
fore, according to Brown. 
Carrie Coppola, senior health 
promotion major, helped coordi- 
nate the Dance for Heart pro- 
gram as part of her pract icum. 
She said she enjoys the pro- 
gram because of its laid-back 
atmosphere. 
"I think It's a lot of fun," Cop- 
pola said. "I think the American 







Meet is held at 
Eppler North. 
ADMISSION IS FREE TO EVERYONE 
Ski team does it for the fun 
By AMY JOHNSON 
The BCNews 
Imagine whisking along snowy 
trails as the wind bites your face 
while racing along a flurried path 
toward a finish line. 
Not only a possible trophy 
awaits across the finish line, but 
also a group of friends and 
teammates. 
Becoming a member of the 
University Alpine Ski Team not 
only allows students to partici- 
pate in ski racing, but also to be- 
come a part of a close-knit organ- 
ization with tremendous leader- 
ship, according to Mike Bartley, 
adviser of the ski team. 
"The University ski team is 
one of the top teams in northwest 
Ohio," Bartley said. "This is an 
organization with lots of pride, 
teamwork and tradition." 
The women's team winning the 
regionals is nothing new to the 
ski team. According to Kelly 
Kuscma, a senior sport man- 
agement major and vice presi- 
dent of the team, the women's 
team once again took the cham- 
pionship trophy during this 
year's race season. 
"The women's team took first 
and the men's team was fourth 





By VINCE GUERRIERI 
The BC News  
A University football player is 
facing felony charges. 
Dontay Hunter, a junior from 
Cleveland Heights and a letter- 
man on last year's football team, 
was charged with aggravated as- 
sault, a fourth-degree felony, ac- 
cording to Wood County Pros- 
ecutor Alan Mayberry. 
Mayberry said that Hunter was 
not Indicted, however. He said 
that the prosecutor's office han- 
ded down a bill of information. 
According to Mayberry, a bill of 
information differs from an In- 
dictment in that it was not han- 
ded down by a grand Jury. 
Mayberry said a bill of infor- 
mation is usually handed down 
when a guilty plea is expected. 
The bill of information stems 
from an incident last Oct. 31, 
when a fight occurred in a park- 
ing lot. Andrew Bohmer, a stu- 
dent from Delaware, was hit with 
an aluminum baseball bat. 
According to Bohmer, he and a 
friend were driving through the 
parking lot when they were ac- 
costed by "five or six black 
men." Bohmer said they drove 
through the lot again and this 
time Bohmer was carrying the 
bat with him. 
Through the course of the fight 
which then occurred, Bohmer 
was hit by Hunter with the bat. 
Bohmer said he suffered a 
broken Jaw, a broken nose and a 
shattered elbow. He said he was 
the only one with such injuries. 
"Nobody got hurt as badly as I 
did," Bohmer said. "I was the 
only one who got hit with a base- 
ball bat." 
Thomas Vogtsberger, Hunter's 
attorney, had no comment on the 
situation. 
most events," Kuscma said. 
The ski team competes in the 
Ohio Division for the Collegiate 
Ski Association. They compete 
against the University of Akron, 
The Ohio State University and 
John Carroll University. 
The race season begins in early 
January and ends in mid- 
February with one or two races 
each weekend. The races take 
place at Boston 
Mills/Brandywine in Peninsula, 
Ohio and at Snow Trails in Mans- 
field, Ohio. 
Regional competition takes 
place out of state and after the 
regular season. 
Although Kuscma has skied 
since she was three years old, she 
said skiing experience is not 
needed to become a member. 
"Most people involved are out 
to have fun," she said. "Some ex- 
perience with skiing is good, but 
not needed, and if they have 
never raced, they can learn." 
Scott Sharp, a freshman tele- 
communications   major,   joined 
"J bought some cheap 
skis and went for it." 
Scott Sharp 
ski team member 
Pkw.Pr.vld.i 
Senior Kelly Kucsma slaloms downhill during one of the ski team's 
races this season. 
the ski team this year without 
prior skiing experience. 
"I had never skied before, but I 
did end up racing this year," 
Sharp said. "I bought some cheap 
skis and went for it. It was a blast 
and a lot of fun." 
No tryouls are required to be- 
come a member and all en- 
thusiastic Individuals are wel- 
come to attend. As a member, the 
dues vary from year to year and 
cover national dues, club dues, 
lift tickets, race fees, transporta- 
tion, food at the races and over- 
night lodging. However, the dues 
do not cover equipment. 
According to Kuscma and 
Sharp, the ski team Is full of 
energetic students. 
"Most of us are out to just have 
fun," Kuscma said. "It's nice to 




The Associated Press 
NEW CONCORD, Ohio - 
- Thirty-five years to the day 
after becoming the first Amer- 
ican to orbit the Earth, John 
Glenn announced Thursday he 
would not seek a fifth term in 
the U.S. Senate. 
The 75-year-old Democrat 
said age was his only reason 
for retiring. 
"Although my health re- 
mains excellent and my pas- 
sion for the Job burns as 
brightly as ever, another term 
in the Senate would take me to 
the age of 83," he said. 
"For that reason - and for 
that reason alone - I have de- 
cided that I will not be a candi- 
date for re-election to the Sen- 
ate in 1998." 
Glenn told a crowd of about 
500 people at his alma mater. 
Muskingum College, that he in- 
tends to continue working on 
education and other issues un- 
til leaving the Senate in 1999. 
Glenn and his wife, Annie, 
teared up several times during 
his hourlong speech He then 
declined to answer reporter's 
questions before heading to a 
private reception across cam- 
pus In the eastern Ohio city 
where he grew up. He sched- 
uled a news conference for 
Friday. 
The former astronaut or- 
bited the Earth three times on 
Feb. 20, 1962. Two Russian as- 
tronauts had already orbited 
the Earth, but Glenn's a- 
chievement gave the United 
States a much needed boost in 
the space race and made him a 
national hero. 
He was elected to his first of 
four terms In the Senate  in 
1974, and became an expert on 
nuclear weaponry and a dog- 
ged advocate of non- 
proliferation. 
But his wooden speaking 
style and failure to capitalize 
on the release of the movie 
"The Right Stuff - based on 
the Tom Wolfe book that told 
the story of America's early 
space achievements in epic 
style - led to a disastrous run 
for the presidency in 1984. He 
ended up $2.5 million In debt. 
White House press secretary 
Mike McCurry, who worked on 
the senator's presidential cam- 
paign, called Glenn "truly a 
fine person as well as an Amer- 
ican hero and an American 
patriot." 
Former Sen. Howard Met- 
zenbaum, D-Ohlo, said Glenn 
was "universally respected on 
both sides of the aisle." 
BAKER 
Continued from page one. 
"This is still a capital case," he 
said. "They havent tried to plea 
bargain. There is still a death 
penalty specification." 
Mayberry added that while 
Baker Is charged with two counts 
of aggravated burglary, he can- 
not be charged for both The pre- 
siding Judges will have the option 
of choosing one count or the 
other. 
Mayberry expects the case to 
move more quickly with the ab- 
sence of a jury. 
"Everything gets decided 
much quicker when a case Is 
heard by judges rather than a 
jury," he said. "We plan to be 
done with our side by Wednes- 
day." 
Monday's proceedings are 
scheduled to begin at 8:30 am. in 
the Wood County Courthouse 
Alan Mayberry said the state will 
still be seeking the death penalty, 
as the defense has not yet at- 
tempted to plea bargain. 
COUNCIL 
Continued from page one. 
Republican William Culbertson. 
Former Second Ward repre- 
sentative Patrick Ng, who served 
on the council from 1979 to 1983, 
is again seeking the Second Ward 
seat against Republican Richard 
Schmidt. 
In the Fourth Ward, Republi- 
can Stanly Bortel and Democrat 
Barry Piersol are challenging for 
the seat. 
OLSCAMP 
Continued from page one. 
the case. Dyer also noted that in a 
similar case In the Ohio Court of 
Claims, it was ruled that Olscamp 
hadn't stepped outside of the 
scope of his bounds. A trial date 
has been set for May. 
'We look forward to wrapping 
this up in the Court of Claims in. 
May," Dyer said. 
Dyer also said Olscamp and' 
Rose cannot be held personally 
liable for their actions. Judge 
Kurfess wouldn't comment on,, 
that issue, as it may still come up' 
on appeal or In deciding what 
fines or damages may be faced. 
Olscamp's secretary at USD, ' 
Julie Klecman, said Olscamp "Is 
not Interested in giving a com- 
ment at all." 




Scollop • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan VoUocH • "BakfdTish 
& our specialrecipe Clam Cfumxiir. Also includes complete soup 
& salad Bar, potato bar, and unlimited beverages. 
•Hours: 11:30 -1:30 pm 
Meal Card Accepted 4:30 ■ 7:00pm 
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Backyard rivalry has Falcons primed 
Men take on improved Rockets 
By SCOTT BROWN 
The BC News 
When a team loses and is still 
in first place, there Isn't quite as 
much of sting. 
That's the case with the Bowl- 
ing Green men, fresh off a dis- 
appointing loss at Miami 
Wednesday. The Falcons still 
have a one-game lead heading 
into Saturday's backyard brawl 
at home against Toledo. 
The MAC race is far from de- 
cided, however. With three 
games to go, BG is up by a game 
on Ohio and 1 1/2 games on both 
Miami and Eastern Michigan. 
. "If you asked any of the other 
nine schools, they would love to 
be where we are," BG coach Jim 
Larranaga said Thursday. 
BG missed a golden opportuni- 
ty, however. A victory would 
have given the Falcons a two- 
game lead on the rest of the con- 
ference with three to play. 
"It feels bad because if we 
would have won yesterday, we 
really could have wrapped things 
up," Daniels said. "We're really 
focused on Toledo right now. I 
think we'll come out and play a 
great game." 
The Rockets, at 12-11 overall 
and 5-10 in the MAC, are locked 
in an eighth-place tie with Akron. 
The last spot in the MAC Tour- 
nament will likely come down to 
those two teams. 
The Rockets afforded the Fal- 
cons a favor in knocking off Ohio 




to be so favorable at Anderson 
Arena 
"They are playing a little bet- 
ter," Larranaga said. "I think the 
freshmen guards have stepped 
up a little for them." 
Chad Kamstra and Clayton 
Burch combined for 28 points in 
that victory over Ohio. Neither 
had a particularly good game on 
Jan. 25 when these teams met in 
Savage Hall and the Falcons 
walked away with an 86-76 win. 
BG was able to crank up the 
defense and the tempo in that 
game, two things it was unable to 
do against the Redskins on 
Wednesday. 
"I'm concerned with our over- 
all team defense and that the 
game was so slow," Larranaga 
said. "We scored 59 points and 
we've been in the 80's. That 
means that Miami was able to 
control the tempo and not us." 
What 
■ Falcon men's basketball vs. 
Toledo 
When: 
■ Saturday, 7 p.m. 
Where: 
■ Anderson Arena, Bowling Green 
Radio: 
■ WBGU-FM(8ai) 
Keeping up the tempo would 
facilitate keeping the ball out of 
Casey Shaw's hands. The Rocket 
center, averaging 167 points per 
game, had 25 in the win over the 
Bobcats on Saturday. 
The schedule favors the Fal- 
cons from here out. Besides 
home games with Toledo and cel- 
lar-dwelling Central Michigan, 
BG visits Its closest pursuer - 
Ohio - on Wednesday. 
The Bobcats have road games 
left with CMU and hard-charging 
Central Michigan, while Miami 
has to go to Western and Eastern 
Michigan faces both Ball State 
and Miami still on the road. 
Toledo game is sold out 
The "sold-out" sign was posted on the University Ticket Office 
window at 4 p.m Thursday. 
Only those who have picked up a student ticket earlier this 
week or purchased general admission or reserved tickets will be 
allowed in Anderson Arena. 
Tickets do remain for the regular season finale March 1 
against Central Michigan. 
Women challenge best in MAC 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BC News  
In the midst of its best ball of 
the season, Bowling Green 
picked a fine time for its biggest 
test of the season. 
The Falcons are seeking their 
seventh consecutive victory as 
they attempt to upset Mid- 
American Conference front- 
runner Toledo tomorrow. 
A big victory over Miami 
Wednesday night pushed the Fal- 
cons into a three-way tie for third 
place in the 
conference. 
Falcon coach 
Jacl Clark re- 
warded her 
team with a day 





Clark said. "We 
just want to be as fresh as possi- 
ble." 
Bowling Green dropped a 83-72 
decision a month ago at Anderson 
Arena, in front of 2,572 on- 
lookers, the largest crowd of the 
season. The Rockets average 
2,603 fans at Savage"Hall. Clark 
thinks a large crowd will benefit 
the Falcons just as much as 
Toledo. 
"I think people would rather 
play in front of people whether 
it's hostile or not," Clark said. 
"We go to some places, and we 
fall asleep. We're not going to fall 
£ WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Clark 
asleep there." 
Toledo stands at 13-2 in the 
MAC, three games ahead of 
Bowling Green and one game 
ahead of second-place Kent. A 
Falcon victory will give Bowling 
Green a toehold on the third- 
place position in the conference, 
and could damage Toledo's post- 
season prospects. 
If Kent wins out the rest of the 
way, and if Toledo falls to the 
Falcons, the Rockets will have to 
win their final two games to 
share the conference title. They 
would still possess the number- 
one seed for the MAC Tourna- 
ment, but they wouldn't have the 
outright conference champion- 
ship. 
Clark says that this can also aid 
Bowling Green's cause. 
"I think the pressure's on 
them," Clark said "We don't have 
to win the game to win the con- 
ference. They might have to win 
that game to win the conference. 
I like the position we're in right 
now." 
The Rockets have three of the 
top players in the conference, 
and could very easily place all 
three on the All-MAC team. 
Sophomore guard Kim Knuth and 
senior forwards Angela Drake 
and Mlmi Olson are the top three 
scorers In the conference. Drake 
What: 
■ Falcon women's basketball at 
Toledo 
When: 
■ Saturday, 2 p.m. 
Where: 
■ Savage Hall, Toledo 
Radio: 
■ WBGU-FM   (88.1),   WFOB-AM 
(1430) 
is also the league's top reboun- 
der, snatching the lead from 
Bowling Green's Charlotta Jones 
over the past couple of weeks. 
With three bona fide super- 
stars, the Rockets give opposing 
defenses fits. Clark knows that 
the Falcons won't be able to key 
on just one player. 
"You have to try and stop all 
three," Clark said. "And you got 
to try to make the other players 
beat you. You have to have really 
good individual games defen- 
sively." 
Clark says that she hasn't de- 
cided who will draw the defen- 
sive assignments for the Rocket 
trio, but she does say that the 
starting lineup is set. 
Senior center Michelle Terry 
has played very well over the last 
week, but she will not reclaim 
her starting role from sophomore 
center Jack! Raterman. 
"We're going to let this one 
ride," Clark said. "Jacki's done 
real well. Michelle has played 
very well coming off the bench." 
©O ©@Q rrrrri XENT 
Track prepared to clash at MAC 
Dork-horse women seek upset 
Price 
By BRETT THOMPSON 
The BC News  
If excitement and enthusiasm 
won track meets, the Bowling 
Green women tracksters would 
probably run away with a MAC 
title this weekend. 
The best track athletes in the 
MAC are set to do battle today at 
the MAC Indoor Track Cham- 
pionships at Kent State Universi- 
ty. 
Kent State, Ball State and 
Eastern Michigan are favored to 
win, but the Falcons may be the 
dark horse of 
.the meet. 
"Our team 






this week In 
practice and 
the girls are 
really excited. I think they'll 
have their best performances of 
the season. Our goal Is to win." 
The sprinters might benefit 
most from the extra rest that 
Price has given the team over the 
last two weeks. Clarice Gregory 
and Kaleltha Johnson have been 
hindered by season-long injuries. 
BG needs strong performances 
from both to contend for the 
MAC title. 
Johnson ranks in the top five of 
the MAC In the 55-meter hurdles 
with a time of 8.12 seconds. Gre- 
gory could place in both the 
55-meter dash the 200-meter run. 
BG will rely on another strong 
performance from Kristin Inman 
as well. Inman will run in four 
events, including a leg of the 
4x400 relay team. Inman current- 
ly ranks third in the MAC in the 
200-meter hurdles. 
"Kristin gets better and better 
every week and has a good 
chance to win this weekend in a 
few events," Price said. "She will 




us this weekend." 
Led by Renee Strayer and Jes- 
sica LaFene, the distance run- 
ners hope to continue their domi- 
nance of MAC competition. 
According to Price, LaFene's 
goal is to win the 3000-meter run 
and place in the mile. Her 3000 
tune of 10:08.09 currently ranks 
fourth in the MAC. Strayer is also 
looking to place high in both the 
mile and the 3000. 
Missy Lyne leads a strong Fal- 
con contingent in the 5000-meter 
run. Lyne, Suzanne Isco and Amy 
Breldenbach could all earn valu- 
able points for BG. Lyne placed 
second in the 5000 at last year's 
MAC Championships. 
"We have a great distance 
crew, but we will be .facing some 
tough competition," Lyne said. "I 
think we'll place a lot of runners. 
We should have our strongest 
meet of the year." 
The high jumpers hope to ride 
the momentum of last week's 
strong performance into the 
MAC Championships. 
jodi Rafferty has established 
herself as one of the favorites 
this weekend with her improve- 
ment over the last few weeks. 
Rafferty la tied for fourth in the 
MAC and Is just three cen- 
timeters out of first. 
Julie Nlekamp and freshman 
Stephanie Heldt soared to per- 
sonal bests last week and could 
place for the Falcons. Heldt is 
confident that the high jumpers 
will excel this weekend. 
"We are getting pumped for 
the MACs," Heldt said. "I think 
well get a lot of personal records 
and hopefully place a few people 
In the high jump. As far as the 
team is concerned, everyone is 
ready for this weekend, mentally 
and physically." 
Brook Miller Is back from an 
injury and has a shot at winning 
What: 
■ MAC indoor track champion- 
ships 
When: 
■ Friday and Saturday 
Where: 
■ Kent State University 
the pentathlon. Miller's return 
will also help the Falcon 4x400 
relay team. 
Becky Barnett is also at full 
strength after a battle with the 
flu, and will compete in the long 
jump and the pentathlon. 
"If Becky's up to par, she's got 
a great chance to win the pen- 
tathlon and place high in the long 
jump. She is one of the MACs 
best athletes," Price said. 
The Falcon throwers have 
looked strong in recent weeks 
and could challenge for firsts in 
both the shot put and the weight 
throw. 
Nikki Sturzinger has the sec- 
ond best shot put In the MAC and 
has a good chance to win at the 
MACs. Heather Nordgren is the 
reigning MAC outdoors cham- 
pion in the hammer throw and is 
currently third in the MAC in the 
20-pound weight throw. 
"I think I'm ready. I want to 
finish top two and I have a 
chance to win it," Nordgren said. 
"Nikki has a shot at winning in 
the shot put and Elyse Roethlis- 
berger has been throwing well. 
She could surprise some people." 
As for the team's chances this 
weekend, coach Price relishes 
BG's role as the underdog. 
"We have a tradition at BG or 
rising to the occasion," Price 
said. "On paper, we're middle of 
the pack In the MAC. But print on 
paper doesn't win track meets ... 
it's what they do the day of the 
competition. I think our girls are 
ready to step It up and win a 
championship." 
Men wont vast improvement 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
7heBCNews 
The time has come to either 
shape up or ship out. The indoor 
season has come down to this, the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. Disappointed 
with last year's seventh-place 
finish, Bowling Green is looking 
much higher this time. 
"We do have a better chance 
this year of placing higher," said 
coach Sid Sink. "This year our 
goal Is the top three." 
The teams that present a threat 
to the Falcons Include Eastern 
Michigan and Kent. Both teams 
have dominated the indoor 
season and Eastern is the 
favorite. 
Bowling Green is ignoring the 
prior results because the past 
cannot be changed. The team is 
rested after a nice relaxing week 
of practice and will sink its talons 
into the rest of MAC. 
After competing twice at Kent 
already this year, the Falcons 
have a lot of confidence running 
on Kent's track. A few of the Fal- 
cons will have great expectations 
to perform wel 1. 
"We have a lot of people who 
have a chance to place high in 
some events, but this year's meet 
will be tougher than last year's," 
Sink said. 
Field Events 
In the high jump, Doug Heit- 
kamp and Eric Browning have 
the best chance to place for BG. 
Browning has jumped well lately 
and will see some stiff competi- 
tion. 
"I'm looking for those two 
guys, hopefully, to place pretty 
high," Sink said. 
Forget about the long and tri- 
ple jumps; BG isn't even going to 
bother entering athletes Into 
either one. No one will jump be- 
cause the chance for scoring is 




The pole vault brings two pos- 
sibilities for some points - Brian 
Smith and Mike Baxter. 
As for the weight events, Rob 
Koury, in the 35-pound weight 
throw, is Bowling Green's only 
shot for a placing. He has come 
on strong in the past few meets. 
In the shot put, Adam Rose is 
ranked first hi the MAC and 
wants the title. 
"I think we have a very strong 
team and, in my mind, I think we 
can be the MAC champs," Adam 
Rose said. 
Alex Moser, an up-and-coming 
sophomore in the weights, broke 
his foot In practice and will be 
out of action for a while. 
A unique event, the pentathlon, 
consists of five different events. 
Scores are compiled from the 
55-meter hurdles, long jump, 
high jump, shot put and a 
1000-meter run Alex Sprague 
and Jason Fischer will try to 
place for the Falcons in this en- 
durance contest. 
"This is what we've been work- 
ing all year on," Sprague said. 
Distance 
The 800-meter run will have a 
possible of three places. Craig 
Nieset, Pat Miller and David An- 
derson will work together to dif- 
fuse the other MAC competitors. 
"I think we can score a lot of 
points and help the team out 
quite a bit," Nieset said. 
On Friday, the distance medley 
[1200-meter run, 400-meter dash, 
800 and 1600-meter run], will be 
run by Jim Weckesser, Terry 
Rivers, Miller and Nieset In that 
order. The event is chock-full of 
BG's best to gain an edge before 
Saturday's events start. 
In the mile, three freshmen 
will take a crack at a letterman's 
jacket - Steve Chapa, Kreg Hat- 
field, and Pete List 
As for the long distance events, 
the 3000-meter run will be run by 
Weckesser and Rob Bowman. In 
the 5000-meter run, excellent 
junior Dan Flaute and his com- 
panion Tom Williams will run 
many laps In order to score for 
BG. 
"The thing about the MAC 
meet Is, people rise to a different 
level," Flaute said. "You really 
get some outstanding perform- 
ances out of people you wouldn't 
expect." 
Sprints 
The 55-meter dash will consist 
of Damon Holmes and Rah'Sheen 
Clay. Clay Is ranked second in the 
MAC and hopes to smoke every- 
one in the race. 
Sprague and Darren Braddix 
will fly high over the 55-meter 
hurdles in order to score. Brad- 
dix is one of the top hurdlers and 
could easily win this event. 
"We think Darren Is capable of 
winning it," Sink said. 
In the 200-meter dash. Clay, 
Braddix and Holmes will sprint 
like the wind to help the Falcons. 
Clay is ranked third overall and 
Braddix is fourth, so this duo has 
a chance of placing very high 
Clement Chukwu, an Eastern 
Michigan sprinter, has the best 
time in the nation - 20.76 seconds 
- which will be tough to beat 
"Braddix and Clay are two 
pretty key people for this team," 
Sink says. 
A key event, the 400, will be 
stacked. Clay and Rivers, both 
fantastic runners, are going to 
have to score big. 
The 400 will be a test of speed 
and some endurance Clay and 
Rivers are teaming up on this one 
to give BG an edge in the sprints. 
In the 1600-meter relay, BG, 
the top-ranked team In the MAC, 
la just looking to win. The f our 
sprinters of Braddix, Miller, 
Rivers, and Clay have been one I 
of the best quartets BG has ever 
assembled. 
' 
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Rose focused on shot at MAC title NBA Standings NHL Standings 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BC News  
If you could eliminate negative 
words from your vocabulary, you 
could accomplish much more. 
Adam Rose doesn't know of 
words like "can't" or "quit." 
They are not in his vocabulary. 
Without those words. Rose has 
accomplished many goals and 
has had great success, thus be- 
coming an inspiration to the 
men's track team. 
Rose, the Falcons' all-time shot 
put leader, is looking to achieve 
another feat Saturday as he guns 
for the Mid-American Confer- 
ence championship. 
The three-time placer in the 
MAC meet does not own the title, 
"but that's going to change," 
Rose said with confidence. "I 
hope to win It after this week- 
end." 
Throughout his illustrious ca- 
reer. Rose has demonstrated 
great charisma and leadership. 
His credentials In the shot put in- 
clude two Ohio high school state 
championships. Bowling Green 
indoor and outdoor shot put re- 
cords and a captainship of this 
year's Falcon squad. 
"I think In this sport you have 
to have the drive to get better 
every day," Rose said. 
Rose, a physical education and 
health major, has been success- 
ful since he started the shot put 
In his hometown of Newark, OH. 
Rose puts countless hours in the 
Field House and weight room. 
"Adam Rose Is a very hard 
worker. He leads by example," 
Rose's coach Scott Sehmann said. 
One determinant In Rose's suc- 
cess has been his enthusiasm and 
focus on being the best. 
"I love going 
out there and 
training, day in 
and day out, do- 
ing everything 
that we do," he 
said. "I love the 
welghtliftlng, 
running, throw- 
ing and the 
competing." 
This year, 
Rose's goals are still as high as 
can be. He has placed three con- 
secutive years In the MAC meet, 
and has his eyes on not Just the 
MAC title, but bigger things. 
Rose 
"I'm very close to getting to 
the NCAA's," Rose said. "I want 
to place in the top eight and be an 
All-Amerlcan. That would just 
top off a great career." 
Though having accomplished 
Just about every goal he has set 
for himself. Rose prides himself 
on being a team athlete. 
Other field-event athletes such 
as Rob Koury and Alex Moser 
have benefited from Rose's pres- 
ence In the ring, yet Rose himself 
knows that life is a learning pro- 
cess. 
"[Koury, Moser and I] are a lot 
alike, because we all work hard 
and strive to be the best and 
that's what you got to do," Rose 
said. "I think we've helped each 
other. At first I helped him hoe 
the ropes in the weight room, but 
now those guys help me out too. 
They keep me going on a day 
when I dont feel too good or feel 
like lifting." 
In order to strive for the top, 
training and conditioning be- 
come very Important 
"You have to be willing to put 
In the hours of training," Rose 
said. 
The mental aspect of the shot 
put is based on a few technical 
concepts and meditation pro- 
cesses that Rose has refined. 
"You just have to get in the 
right frame of mind. Stay re- 
laxed, stay focused and hit every 
position throughout the throw," 
Rose said. "Once I get in that 
ring, I believe this Is going to be 
the best throw." 
The one difference between 
running and weight athletes is 
simply the weight room. Running 
athletes use the weight room to 
strenghten themselves, while the 
weight athletes call it home. 
Adam Rose has lived there since 
he's been at Bowling Green. 
"He's done very well here and 
has been the hardest worker In 
the weight room we've ever had," 
Sehmann said. 
Rose also has a lot of respect 
for the other side of track and 
field, admiring the "heart and de- 
termination" of the runners. 
With the MAC shot put cham- 
pion to be coronated Saturday, all 
of the team is hoping that the 
event will come up all roses. 
■rlWAMacUtodPreB • » The Associa led Press 
EASTERN CONFERS NCI EASTERN CONK RENCf 
ASanlic Division Atlantic Division 
W L Pet. GB W   L    T PtsCF GA 
Miami 41 12 .774 - Philadelphia 33   17  9 75   192 148 
New York 38 14 .731 25 New Jersey 29   17   13 70   1SS 136 
Orlando 25 25 .500 l«-5 Florida 28   18   14 70   167 139 
Washington 24 28 .462 165 NY Rangers         28   24   9 65   201 167 
New Jersey IS 37 .288 2SS Washington 23   29  6 32   151  166 
Philadelphia 13 39 250 27.3 Tampa Bay 21   29   7 49   158 179 
Boston 11 41 212 29.3 N.Y. Islanders       19   29   10 48   156 171 
Central Division Nathan! Division 
Chicago 46 6 JfSS - W   L    T Pts GF GA 
Detroit 38 13 .745 7.5 Buffalo 30   19   10 70   170 148 
Atlanta ■      34 17 567 115 Pittsburgh 31    22   5 67   213 186 
Charlotte 32 21 .604 145 Montreal 22   28   11 55   190 215 
Cleveland 39 22 .369 16.5 Hartford 22   28  8 52   163 188 
Indiana 25 27 .481 21 Ottawa 20   26   12 52   164 170 
Milwaukee 24 27 .471 21.5 Boston 20   31   7 47   166 204 
Toronto 18 34 .346 28 WESTERN CONFERENCE 
WESTERN CONFERENCE Central Division 
Midwest Division W   L    T Pts GF GA 
W 1. Pa. GB Dallas 34   22   4 72   179 ISO 
Utah 37 14 .725 - Detroit 28   19   11 67   184 138 
Houston 34 18 654 3.5 St. Louis 28   26   6 62   182 183 
Minnesota 26 27 .491 12 Phoenix 27   28  4 58   169 180 
Dallas 17 32 J47 19 Chicago 23   28  8 54  134 1SS 
Denver 17 37 JIS 213 Toronto 22   36   2 46   175 215 
San Antonio 12 39 .235 25 Pacific Division 
Vancouver 11 45 .196 28.5 W   L    T Pts CF CA 
Pacific Division Colorado 36   14   8 80   198 135 
LA. Lakers 37 IS .712 - Edmonton 29   25  6 64   189 174 
Seattle 36 IS .706 Calgary 24   29   7 55   160 174 
Portland 28 25 .528 9.5 Vancouver 26   29   2 54   185 197 
Sacramento 24 29 .453 US Anaheim 23   29   6 52   166 177 
LA. Clippers 21 28 .429 14.5 San Jose 21   31   6 48   151  192 
Golden State 20 30 .400 16 Los Angeles 19   33  8 46   156 205 
Phoenix 19 35 JS2 19 Thursday's Carries 
Thursday's Cames 
latesames >ot included last Cames Not Included 
Miami 92, New Jersey 87 
Philadelphia 101, LA. dippers 84 
I ndiana 92, Denver 68 
Tampa Bay 5, Philadelphia 2 
New Jersey 2, Florida 2, tie 
Wounded icers travel to Miami, OSU 
By BLAKE PARKINS 
The BC News  
As the end of the hockey 
season nears, teams try to put the 
finishing touches on team chem- 
istry and hone line play in prep- 
aration for tournament action. 
This scenario is an impossibility 
for BG, however, as the bench 
will be three Falcons short this 
weekend. 
Kelly Perrault will not don the 
jersey at the blue line, along with 
Dave Faulkner at wing and Adam 
Edinger in the middle, when the 
Falcons play at Miami today (7 
p.m., WBGU-FM) and Ohio State 
Saturday. 
Perrault and Faulkner each are 
recovering from shoulder injur- 
ies, an ailment that has been a 
thorn in their sides all year. 
Edinger suffered a sprained knee 
last Sunday at Ohio State in a 
game of little consequence, con- 
sidering that there were no 
points at stake. 
BG is guaranteed a spot in the 
playoffs,  but  the  quest  for  a 
£ 
Gymnasts confident, 
ready for CMU at home 
By WILLIAM SANDERSON 
The BC News  
The Bowling Green gymnas- 
tics team will be looking to 
bounce back after a rough meet 
against Eastern Michigan when It 
hosts Central Michigan this Sat- 
urday at 2 p.m. 
Despite having their second- 
lowest point total of the year last 
week, the team isn't worried 
about it carrying over this week. 
"We kind of went into the meet 
with a few people resting," said 
sophomore Christina Treiber. 
"We were just taking it easy so 
we can prepare for the upcoming 
weeks." 
The Falcons only managed a 
total of 186.350 last week. iVo 
Bowling Green gymnast won a 
event. Treiber was the Falcons' 
highest finisher with a second in 
the balance beam contest. 
"I'm not concerned at all about 
It," head coach Dan Connelly 
said. "It was more or less a trial 
kind of thing, where we were 
testing some other kids. We got 
the information we needed." 
Bowling Green rested three of 
their best gymnasts last week. 
Heather Ferguson, Kim Pope and 
Sarah Grealis took the time to 
work on certain facets of their 
routines and prepare for the 
Central Michigan meet. 
"We're   trying   to   make   1m- 
fl. 
GYMNASTICS 
provements in certain areas," 
Connelly said. "You can't really 
do that when you have a meet 
every week because we have to 
train the full routine when you're 
preparing for competition. What 
we were able to do was work on 
some parts of the routines and 
make improvements." 
Central Michigan Is fairly simi- 
lar to Bowling Green in terms of 
scoring. Both teams average in 
the neighborhood of 189 points. 
Central has had a slightly better 
high score this year, Connelly 
said. 
Connelly emphasized that the 
home-crowd advantage is just as 
Important in gymnastics as other 
sports. 
"At Eastern, they had a very 
noisy, active, involved crowd and 
it helped their performance and 
hindered ours," Connelly said. 
'Their screaming for Eastern's 
kids on the floor exercises while 
we were on the balance beam 
[was an example]." 
This Is the second of Bowling 
Green's three home meets. They 
have another home meet against 
Western Michigan in two weeks. 
Next week, they are back on the 






2 bedrooms, furnished 
451 Frazee Avenue 
3 large bedrooms, air 
conditioning, dish washers, 
microwaves & fireplaces. 
224 E wbosrer 352-0717 
HOCKEY 
home-ice berth in the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association is 
no longer a possibility. This is not 
to say that the Falcons do not 
have much to gain from a win 
over Miami. 
The Falcons have yet to beat 
the much-improved Redskins 
this season, dropping a game and 
tying at the Ice Arena back on 
Jan. 31. The Falcons must pick up 
for the gaps left in the absence of 
the three regulars to be playing 
well entering the post-season 
competition. 
The wounded warriors rank 
among the team's top seven in 
points, racking up 30 goals and 49 
assists for the campaign. Each is 
also a considerable contributor to 
the Falcon's penalty-kill and 
power-play units. 
To say that the trio will be 
missed would be a gross under- 
statement. Falcon front man 
Buddy Powers says that the club 
must take advantage of all scor- 
ing chances to compensate for 
the short roster. 
"We've got to be more oppor- 
tunistic when we play them and 
finish our chances," Powers said. 
"We have to play good team [de- 
fense] and get good goaltending." 
Powers recalled that the game 
was a tight battle for the first 
half of play the last time BG 
traveled to Goggin Ice Arena be- 
fore the Redskins pulled away. 
"The first time we went down 
there we played really well for 30 
minutes and didn't finish our 
chances then they took over in 
the last 30 minutes," Powers said. 
"We have to play a complete 
game." 
The matchup may well fore- 
shadow the first round of the 
CCHA Tournament. Miami is 
currently tied for second in the 
league with Lake Superior. The 
Brown and Orange currently 
hold the fifth spot with a one- 
point margin over Western Mich- 
igan. 
The Lakers square off with the 
defending national champions, 
the Michigan Wolverines, in Ann 
Arbor Friday. 
SPORTS BRIEF 
The Associated Press  
Given a choice to select 
the best player in the Mid- 
American Conference, 
most of the coaches said 
there was no choice. 
In an informal survey of 
seven of the MAC'S 10 
coaches, all granted ano- 
nymity, Bowling Green's 
Antonio Daniels was a 
unanimous pick. 
One coach said of Dan- 
iels, "There's not much 
question that It's Daniels." 
Asked to select a coach of 
the year. Bowling Green's 
Jim Larranaga was the 
choice. One voter selected 
Eastern's Milton Barnes 
and another picked Ohio's 
Larry Hunter. 




The BC Ne»»« will not knowingly Xtxpi adverb i*mrnii 
that diKiimiruif orencourage&>cnmin*uonagaimt any 
individual o* group csnttetaui of rcc.act. color erred, 
religion. national origin. Kiual oncnunon disability. 
tutu, u ■ veteran or on the ban* of -ny other legal.) 
protected *tatu> 
The BC New* rewrvn the right to decline, ditconiintie 
of revive fttj ad.enivemeni iuch at thmc found to be 
defamatory lacking in factual ban., misleading or falte 
in nature AM advertisement) ate wbject to editing and 
approval 
TheBGNel-*.aiatofumopen 10 the public, recogniiet 
the impouibility of preventing all of UHI type of adver- 
titmg and therefore encourages our reader, to beware 
Alwayibe familiar wuha buuneubefore -ending money 
orptotidingperuinakredii information Plea* remem- 
ber if it ujuncli loo good to be true. n probably it 
You can help ut by calling the advertising department at 
419 'T;?605 with your come4ainUa«ndtuggc»tiorii We 
atk thai youpieaaeprov.de your rtame.addretv and phone 
number, along with your specific com menu With your 
help *c can make The BC Newt a better publication 
— HELP — 
TheBGNews 
it toofcing lor a 
Citizen TnbuW 224 printer 
appr ommatc-ry 10 yrs. o*d 
to borrow lor emergency use 
Willing to compensate for use 
Please call Barbara Mile. 
372-0328 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Go see the UAO Weekend Movies every Fn 
day a Saturday at Sand 11pm m OLtc 111 for 
a chance to win a FREE UAO Spring Break 
Trip. The drawing wiH be held March 1 it. 
IS YOUR GROUP PLAWING ANY CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Than you need to 
attend our Creative Programming Workshop 
on Tuesday, February 25 at 7:00pm in the 
Capital Room of tha Union. Student Activities 
suit will be ottering helpful tips as well as offer- 
ing guidelines on how to have a successful 
program on campus. For more information con- 
tad the Office of Student Life at 372-2843 
Ara you interested in seeing more saJes on 
campus? Do you have any ideas lor what could 
be sold? Than om tha Campus Sales Commit- 
tee tor UAO. Wa meat Monday nights at 7pm in 
tha UAO workroom - 3rd floor Union. Ques- 
tions? Call 2-2343. 
ATTENTION:  LAST  CHANCE  TO  SUBMIT 
YOUR 
OUTSTANDING SENIOR AWARD APPLCA- 
TIONI 
Deadline is Monday, February 24. 
Any questions caH the AJumni Canter 
at 372-2701. 
IS YOUR GROUP TRYING TO PLAN A CAM 
PUS PROGRAM? Please coma to tha Pro- 
gramming Workshop on Tuesday, February 
2S, 1997 al 7:00p.m. m the Capital Room of tha 
University Union. Staff from tha Office of Stu- 
dent Activities will be on hand to assist you in 
cutting through the red tape while planning a 
campus program. If you have any questions, 
pi a—a feel free to contact the Office of Student 
Li'o at 372-2843 
Staying home for Spring Break??? 
Take part in tha Undergraduate AJumni Asso- 
ciation's Extern Experience to make Alumni 
contacts A gain practical experience in your 
major held. Students w-ll be matched with 
Alumni & complete a 20-30 hour externsntp in 
areas in Ohio ft across the country. 
An informational meeting about the Extern Ex- 
penence will be held February 25 at 0:15pm in 
room 101 BA. For more info call 372-2701. 
Thla Monday, Feb. 24, atari your career off 
right. The Pubftc Relations »udent Society 
ot America, •rill have an Icitormatlonal and 
committee meeting for all members and 
anyone Interested In joining. The meeting to 
lni17BA^7.-00pm. 
University Computer Services 
Spring 97 Seminars 
The following University Computer Services 
Seminars ml be offered this spring. These free 
seminars are open to anyone at BGSU. Please 
bring a blank 3.5" disk to the seminars (a). You 
must call 372-2911 to register for the seminars. 
A complete seminar list can be found on the 
WWW at: 
hnpy/wwwbgsu edu/departments/ucs/sem 
VN and FTP for Windows (IBM). This seminar 
covers the Internet applications VN (reeding In- 
ternet news) and FTP (transfamng lias on the 
Internet) Prior experience with Windows 
Operating System ta recommended. Attendees 
musl have a BGNet account, (created at least 
48 hours prior to the seminar). 
Mon. Feb. 24th from 2-4pm in 128 Hayes Hall 
Wed. Feb. 26th from 10em-noon in 128 Hayes 
Advanced Mircoeoft Word (Mac). This sem- 
inar covers additional features of Mircosoft 
Word and a few advanced features of tte 
word-processing package. Prior experience 
with Mircosoft Word is recommended. 
Tues. Feb. 25th from 1 -3pm in 128 Hayes 
Thurs. Feb. 27th from 2-4pm in 128 Hayes 
Advanced Mircoeoft Word (IBM). This sem- 
inar covers additjonal features of Mrooeoft 
Word and a few advanced  features of the 
word processing  package    Prior  experience 
with Mircosoft Word is recommended. 
Mon. Mar. 3 from 10am noon in 128 Hayes 
Wed. Mar. 5 from 10am noon in 128 Hayes 
Newawatcher and Fstch (Mac). This seminar 
covers the Internet applications NewsWatcher 
(reading Internet news) and Fetch (trantemng 
files on the Internet)  Pnor experience with the 
Macintosh is recommended. Attendees must 
have a BGNet account, (created at least 46 
hours prior to the seminar). 
Mon.   Mar.   10th  from  1-30-3 30pm   in  126 
Hayes 
Wad. Mar. l2thfrom lOam-noon in 126 Hayes 
Intro to Mircoeoft Excel for Windows (IBM) 
Tins seminar provides a basic introduccon to 
the users of Excel worksheets, including cells, 
formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior 
experience with the Windows Operating 
System is recommended. 
Wed. Mar. 12th from 2-4pm In 128 Hayes 
Frl.Mar. 14th from 10jm-noon 128 Hsyea 
Join The 
Newlove Family! 
'Some of the many quality locations: 
• 228 South College: Free gas heat, water, sewer 
• 222 South College: Free gas. heat, water, sewer 
• 320 Elm: Free gas heat, water, sewer 
• 401-407 S. Enterprise: Courtyard Apartments 
• 114 S. Main: Above downtown business 
• 117 North Main: Above downtown business 
• 134 North Main: Above downtown business 
• 725 Ninth: Free water & sewer. Cats okay. 
CZJ NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
1352-5620 (f tgfr 
kj&J     328 S. Ma.iT"^[ 
Call or stop in our office 




516 E. Wooster 
352-1504 
Hours: 
Sun - Wed  11 am - 2:30am 
Thurs - Sat 1 lam - 3:00am 
r(l) FREE 2-Liter of ' 
Pop 
with 14" One-item 
Pizza 
or More 
(1) FREE 2-Liter of1 
Pop ' 
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Intro lo Mlrcoootl Eicol (Mac). Trua seminar 
provides ■ basic inrroducton lo the UMI of 
Excel worksheets, including celll. formatting 
bait, numbers and lormulai. Prior eipenence 
of the Macnloeh Oparating System la recom 
mended. 
Frl. Mar. 14 from 2-4pm In 128 Hayaa 
Wad. Mar. 19 from J-4pm In 126 Hayaa 
World Wlda Web This laminar introduces me 
World Widt Wab using Netscape. Topica in- 
duda undaratandmg links, bookmarks, search 
anginal, and now lo locala information on (he 
World WWa Wab. 
Mon. Mar 17 from 9-11 am in 126 Hayaa 
Tuaa. Mar. 18 from t Oam- noon in 126 Hayaa 
Advanced Mlrcoeofl Eical (IBM). This lam- 
inar covers advanoad faaturaa of Exost. includ- 
ing ipraadihaaf formats, chana. and macros 
Prior axpananca with Excal or anandanoato In- 
tro Mircosoft Excaf tor Windowi is recom- 
mended 
Mon. Mar. 3111 from 2-4pm in t28Hayai 
Frl. Apr. 4th from 1 Oam-noon in 128 Hayaa 
Advanoad Mlreoaoll Exoaf (Mac). Thu lam- 
inar covari advanoad faaturaa of Excal. includ- 
ing tpraadshaat formats, chana. and macros 
Prior axpananca with Excal or anandanoa to In- 
tro to Mrcoaoft Excal is racommandad. 
Tues Apr 1 St from noon-2pm in 126 Hayaa 
i Wad. Apr. 2nd tram 2-4pm in 126 Hayaa. 
USG'USG'USG 
TOOAY IS THE LAST DAY TO SIGN-UP 
FOR THE USO UNIVERSITY BANQUET! 
Coma to 404 Studant ServKee to irgn-upl 
Organizations mult hava sign-up ahaafa 
»»>e USG office by 5pm. 
DONT MISS OUT ON THIS VALUABLE OP- 
PORTUNITY 
to intaract with facts ty and students' 
USG-USG-USG 
USG USG"""USG "USG 
Tha Application daadlina lor 
At-Large Senator 
has baan axtandad until 
Frl. Fob 21aiSpm 
GIf you are mil tntaraatad. 
plaaaa can our office at 
2-6116. 
USO USG* USG"",-USG 
WFAL presents 
HYPEI 
the story ol me SaaDta music scene 
Wed February 26 
m the Gish film theater 
Showings at 7pm and Opm 
Admaulon: S2.00 
CITY EVENTS 
F oca ball Tournament 
Downtown 
6pm Sunday! 
$5 entry per person 
Singles A Double! Tournaments 
w-om 
IS YOUR GROUP PLANNING ANY CAMPUS 
PROGRAMS OR EVENTS? Than you naad to 
attend our Creative Programming Workshop 
on Tuesday. February 25 at 7:00pm in tha 
Capital Room of Iha University Unon Student 
Acovioee staff wll be offenng heipful hmta aa 
wall aa oflenng guidelines on how to hava a 
■uccaasful program on campus. For more in- 
formation contact tha Office of Studant Life at 
372-2843.  
SERVICES OFFERED 
FREE CELLULAR PHONE 
100 free minute* 
tig.M par month 
Call Tade* lor details 
410-356-2005 
Pregnant? 
Fiwe Pregnancy Testa. Confidential8 Caring 
354-4673. BG Pregnancy Center. 
SBX • SBX • SBX • SBX 
Personalized Graduation 
AnnouncamantB 
48 hour service 
Mm. order oil 5 




(20 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk Beach Rason - Panama City'i 
Spnng Break Headquarter! Only $29 Par Par- 
lonl Reitncooni Apply. 1-800-224-4653. 
'B.Cj. Antiques 
SALE 
10% OFF •vewyfjiing except coin* 
Mow through Fab.   28 
•50'», 60'$, 70'% room 
• Affordable antiques & collectibles 
3 rooms full 
Including: Furniture, Indian A/rawheodi, 
books, coins, musk boxes. 
194 S. Main 
(soush ol Ground, lor nought) 
M-W11-6 In-Sat 11-8 
353-6300 
•AXO-60VAXO-80VAXO 
Pag your pants A head over 
to 4^007 Zoomba'a. Tha Alpha Chi'i 
and their dates are gong back 
to Ha 80s. Gat ready to raise 
tha roof thia Friday mghtlll 
•AXO-80VAXO-80VAXO 
AM A AMA AMA AMA AHA AMA 
American Marketing Associalon 
Social Night at BW-3's 
Fn 2/21 Irom 5-7 
All AMA member! and friends welcome 
AMA AMA AM A AM A AM A AHA 
Are you interested in seeing more sales on 
campus? Do you hava any ideal tor what could 
be sold? Than join tha Campui Sales Commit- 
tea lor UAO. Wa meat Monday nights at 7pm in 
tha UAO workroom - 3rd floor Union. Qua*- 
none? Cal 2-2343.  
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTSIII Grants 4 
scholarships available from oponaorelt! No 
prepayments, ever!!! ItfCeeh tor ool- 
togoW. For Info: 1-800-243-2435.  
ATTENTION" Student Organizations Direc- 
torial and Spring Semester Supplements are 
available - tree of charge - while supplies last In 
Tha Office of Studant Lite. 405 SadrJemire 
Student Service!. These directorial include 
the organizations that are registered on cam- 
pus aa wen aa contact people and phone num- 
bars tor each group. Gat your copy NOW • 
b supplies are limned. 
BE NAMED THE 
ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR BY USG! 
USG Ml be awarding tha 
'USG   ORGANIZATION   OF   THE   YEAR 
AWARD* 
ID the organization that beat display i how 
they hava benefittad tha BGSU A 
Bowling Green community 
To enter: -aubml a 8 to 10 nan. video to 
USG displaying their accomplishment. 4 
strength, at BGSU 4 in BG. 
Top 3 videos will be shown at USG'l tit AN- 
NUAL UNIVERSITY BANQUET. MARCH 5 in 
front of administrators, faculty and fellow Uni- 
versity org member!. 
•$15 donation to DANCE MARATHON n re- 
quired to enter Video! 4 donations (checks 
made payable to USG) can be tent to the USG 
office in 404 Student Services 
•Deadline I. Feb. 21. For more Into, call 
372-8026. or 372-8116. 
USG—USG--USG 
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAXI 
A student only motel. 
Break away to tha hottest action In Florida 
where guys meets girts! NEW motel on tha 
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging, 
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool 4 wetbar 
open 24 hours, b y o.b. Free gold card with 
check-in, Dont be left out of thle Special 
Promotion!   http:''www daytons-lnn.com. 
CALL 1-800-882-Q918. 
GOVT FORECLOSED homee tram pennies 
on It. 
Delinquent Tax. Repot, REOa. Your Area. 
Tc* Frew (1)8OO-218-90OOElt.H- 2076 tor 
current listings 
Great Stuffed Braadeticka 
AT Campus Pollyeyoe 
352-0838 
GREEN CARD LOTTERY VOA 
Filing for the DV 1086 lottery has begun Dead 
line it March 5th. 55.000 visas will be issued 
this year. For additonel information send an e- 
mail to CMck«i228ee»ol com or visit web 
ilia: http:»membera. trlpod.com/mlkedv 
Hey PRSSAI 
Join us tor Wal ley bell at tha Rec 
Tonight at 6 30pm 
•Meet ut makta tha entrance" 
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS 
NEEDED. PICK UP AN APPLICATION. TAKE 
HOME TEST, RULES. AND RETURN TO THE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICE BY MARCH 4 AT 
NOON NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA  ■ KAPPA KAPPA 
GAMMA 
COMGBAIULAT IONS to tha brothers o! 
Kappa Alpha on receiving your charted 
We wiiri you the best of luck in the future 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA ■ KAPPA KAPPA 
GAMMA 
KD-KD'KD-KD-KD-KD 
Kappa Delta: It't not aomething you become, 
tri something you Va always been. 
We krve our pledges in 
KD-KD-KD-WKD-KD 
Office of Mult cultural Aflain 
Dinner Theatre 
featuring 
Black Anthology '07: 
Every Good-Bye Aim Gone' 
Saturday. Fab. 22.1007 
7pm, University Union 
Tickets: $15 
For Ticket Into, cal Kay Taufker. 2-8357 
If you mm tha show on the 21st. it will be re- 
peated  on Fn.,  Feb. 28  m Eva Maria St. 
Theatre. Admission $3 
Management Inc. 
NEW APARTMENT 
FOR FALL 1997 
1 & 2 bdrms, comer of 
Reed & N. Enterprise. 
Rent starts at 
375/mo.+Utilities. 
For more info, call 
353-5800 
Staying Home for 
Spring Break? 
Take part In the Undergraduate Alumni 
Association's Extern Experience to 
make Alumni contacts and gain practical 
experience in your major field. Students 
will be matched with Alumni and 
complete a 20-30 hour externshlp in 
areas In Ohio and across the country. 
An informational meeting about the 
Extern Experience will be held February 
25 at 9:15 p.m. In room 101 BA. Any 
Questions? Call 372-2701. 
PHI KAPPA TAU-PHI KAPPATALT 
Tha brothers of Phi Kappa lau would Ike to 
thank all their date! tor making our party an en- 
joyable time and a great lucceii. 
PHI KAPPATAU'PHI KAPPATAU* 
PI Baa Phi 
Hay Pi Phi'! gat 
excited to gel struck 
by Cupid'l Arrow 
Pt Bess Phi 
RUSH PHI MU 
RUSH PHI MU 
RUSH PHI MU 
SPRING BREAK PANAMA CITY BEACH 
FLORI0A. SANDPIPER-BEACON BEACH 
RESORT. 3 POOLS, 1 INDOOR POOL, 
HUGE BEACHSIDE HOT TUB, SUITES UP 
TO 10 PEOPLE, TIKI BEACH BAR, HOME 
OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KEG PARTY. 




Door-to-DoOrFundraising    ■ 
Thra Weekend 
Ques Horn? Call 372-0530 
TURNING POINTS 
An informational discussion group 
About eating diaorders. weight i ssues 
A normal eating 
Beginning Wad. Fab. 10 
Mawta3:3O-S:00pm 
To register cal 372-2061 
Cc- sponsored by Counseling Canter 
6 Student Healti Sarvtca 
USG • USG' USG 
TOOAY IS THE LAST DA Y TO SK2N-UP 
FOR THE USO UNIVERSITY BANQUETI 
Coma to 404 Studant Services to ugn-upl 
Organizations nut hava sign-up sheets 
to the USG office by 5pm. 
DONT MISS OUT ON THIS VALUABLE OP- 
PORTUNITY 
to intaract with laoity and students' 
USG" USG • USG 
USG USG USG "USG 
Tha Application daadlina for 
At-Large Senator 
hat been extended unnl 
Fit. Fab. 21 at 5pm. 
If you are ill interested, 
please call our office at 
2-6118. 
USG USG USG"""USG 
USG'USG'USG 
USG cordially invitei all members of 
tha University community to: 
USO'a tat Annual University Banquet 
March 5, Lenhart Grand Ballroom, 7pm 
Coal it $12 par parson 6 is buntarabta 
Dmner will be provided A all proceeds will 
be donated to DANCE MARATHON. 
* Come tee video presentations about Olivers 
ity organizational USG wil be awarding TIC 
USG ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR A- 
WARDI 
* An award will be given to tha organization 
with the most members in attendance' 
Plaaaa RSVP by Fab. 21 
For more into, cal the USG office 
at 372-8116 or 372-6026. 
USG'USG'USG' 
XO'"X0'"XO'"XO 
The sisters ol Cr* Onega would like 
to congratulate their 1007 Rho Chi's, 




BGSU professor looking tor long (arm effi- 
ciency - 1 bdrm. apt untum but wan main, 
tasnad. Preferably in private house or over ga- 
rage in qmet neighborhood. Call 372 2118 
DRUMMER needed for prof blues, improv 
Band Cal Was @ 353-7022  
Guitar Player, into Jeff Back, looking lor baas 
player 6 drummer to jam. Cal Chns 630-3623 
Looking for summer subleaser for 97 w 
someone looking to participate in ranting a 3 
bdrm house 4 blocks from campui tor a 12 mo. 
lease Cal Michese 372-5151. 
Scholarship Opportunity 
WBGU88.1FM 
is seeking a new General Manager tor the 
1007-06 school year. Looking tor energetic. 
craaove person with leadership quaiioel Thra 
scholarship covari tuition and general tees 
Turn in cover letter and resume to 321 West 
HallcroGail by March 10th  
Subleaser* needed tor Summer 1007 Fumi- 
shed.Low rent. Spacoua apn Pay Electric 
Only Cal Cheryl. Kane at 353-1532 
Summer raomate needed. Female, own bdrm. 
$107.SO/mo. Cal 354-3133 or 2-7356 ask tor 
Bocca. 
SUMMER    SUBLEASERS   NEEDED    Nice 
house vary close to campus. Cal 352-0777 tor 
detail! 
Summer Subleaser needed 
Cal Anna 354 2183 
HELP WANTED 
JlOOO's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS. Pan 
Time. At Horn*. ToH Frae (1) 800-216-0000 
EH.R-2076torLiiangi. 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
No experience required Begin now. For into 
call 301-420-1326  
• ' BILLING ENTRY" 
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible houra. 
Knowledge of Windows helpful 
Call 800-835-0553 
•I-IHELPWANTED11 
Be a pan of tha tun: Dining Services Is now hir- 
ing at the Amen Down Under, located in 
Common! Dining Center Houra 6:00pm - Ma 
night. Sunday-Thursday Pick up your applica- 
tion at tha Down Under Today I 
•••Cbsidian"-ObSKt.an"' 
Writers,   salespeople.   8 desktop  publishers 
needed I Call 372-2440 tor more Into. Meetings 
are held each Mon. 9pm ©202 Weil Hall. 
•••Obsidian'"Obsidian'"  
Ant you Looking tor tales/marketing experi- 
ence? Studant Publications is currently taking 
applications for sale! representative! Posi- 
tions require 15-20 hours par weak $ last from 
mid-April through June. Gain valuable profee- 
ironal sales experience selling print advertising 
8 earn in excel! of $2000 in 10 weeks Slop by 
204 West Hal tor an application or call Toby at 
372-0430 tor more information 
Beat Sales Job in Bowling Green 
this spring/summer 
Sudani publications is now accepting applica- 
tion! tor adverniing sales representative!. 
Earn great money A gain valuable sales expe- 
rience PosDtions require 15-20 houra per 
week $ tail from Mid-April through June. Stop 
by 204 West Hall lor an application or call Toby 
at 372-0430 for more information.  
COUNSE LORS - INSTRUCTORS needed' 
100 positional Coed summer camp. Pocono 
Mil., PA. Good salarympsl (008) 680-3330 
CRUISE SHIP EMLOYMENT 
How would you Ike to work in exotic locations. 
matt   tun   people,   and   gat   paid?   Call: 
206-971-3564 Ext.CS5441 ( We are a research 
andpublisNng company).  
FREE T-SHIRT 8 $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, soron 
Oat 6 groups. Any campui organization can 
raise up to $1000 by earning a whopping 
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1-800-032-0526 
ext. 85. Oualihedcalers receive ,, 
FREET-SURT 
Student Painter! u cunantfy hiring hard work- 
ing, motivated individuals to fill management 
positions in select Cleveland, Columbus, 
Dsyton, $ Toledo suburbs, aa well as owllng 
Green. Co-op and internship credit avail, while 
earning $7,000-0.000. Manager positions are 
filled on a first coma, first qualified basis For 
more info, please cal 1-600-643-3791.  
TwoGuyaBlgNoiae 
looking u stan industrial band, synthesizer and 
high tech imam guy needed, sahout arcsts 
only. 353-0450 anytime 
Wait ttaff/bar staff tor banquet 6 dining mom. 
Elks Lodge. 200 Campbell Hill Rd. Apply be- 
tween 1 30 and 4 00 
SUNMY^ 
•   ELEVEN   O'CLOCK   • 
m lah Vnnh Main. B/mlma r.rcrn  j*-. T 




VISIT OUR NEW STORE 
445 E. Wooster 
(At th« railroad tracks) 








• Lowl^flp     nn 
• 10% msKiim BU 
students^jS    L 
3535o^ 
13040 BISHOP ROAD 
Time is Running Ouli 
•Campus Manor 
•Rockledge 
•640 Eighth St. 
•313-317 N. Main St. 
•841 Eighth St. 
•Manville Ave. 
•825 Third St. 




113 Railroad St. 
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12 
352-9302 
Wanted 87 students. Lose 8 ■ 100 lbs New me- 
tabolism breakthrough Or. recommended 
Guaranteed. 830 coat. Free gilt. 
1 800 -435-7591. 
FOR SALE 
It Awesome Florida Spring Breakl Panama 
City i Room WIK Kitchen Near Bars 8)1101 Day 
tona-Besi Location 813BI Florida's New Hota- 
pot-Cocoa Beach Hilton $1081 ipnngbreak- 
lraval.com 1-800-878-8388.  
»1 Awesome Spring Break Bahama! Parly 
Crusel 8 Daya 8278I Includes All Meals, Par- 
tat 8 Tasail Great Beaches 8 NighWel 
Leavaa from FL Lauderdalel ipringbreak- 
travel com t .800-878^386 
81 Awesome Cancun 8 Jamaica Spring Break 
Speoalil 7 Nghta Air 8 Hotel From 84201 Save 
8150 On Food. Drinks 8 Free Parties1 111% 
Lowest Price Guarantael springbreak- 
travel com 1-800-878-8388. 
Cable Deicr am bier Kit 
t it 95 - See ALL the channels. 
1-(800)752-1380 
For   tale:   Mac   powerbook    1400C/117 
1671GB 
W/8XCD-ROM.   Never   used.   Bought   in 
December. 
Asking 820O0 Call 419-872 9555.  
MUST SELL COMPUTER' 
Macintosh LC-II complete with printer 
$800 or best ofler 
352-9317 
Ponoac Fiero 67 5 Speed, V6, A/C. 
pAvindowa, pfloctu. Alloy wheels, Stereo. 
31900. Cat! 352-5595.  
SBX ' SBX' SBX - SBX 
Limited Time Only 
Lettered BGSU Jackal! 
only $52.95 (rag. aizai) 
Check out jacket specials Savings Galore 
SBX "SBX "SBX-SBX 
Sony detachable face CD car stereo, model 
■S460. Very good condition. $120 o.b.o. 
Pleasecall Man @ 352-9357 
FOR RENT 
" Ranting Fist" 
Apis, i Mouses 




tor 1-4 indents 
Also Rooms aval, and more 
Lilting Avail. 24 Hri 
316 E. Merry #3 
Or Cal 353-0325 
fromgsm to9p m 
12 month leant staring May 1997: 
406   E    Court    1B-1BR    Duplex-lper- 
son*34S.Ulil 
60S Fthn St -2BR Home-2parson.$460.IJtl 
Steve Smitn 352-8917 (no call after 8pm) 
2 bdrm. apt Al ugllOee paid 
Close to campus $450/mo 
Call 352-5475. 
Aval lor Rent Aug   1.-97 
Close to Univ. Year lease read 
-3 bdrm home exc. cond. $650 
718 3rd Street 
-3 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise $550 
■1 bdrm apt 443 N Enterprise $300 
cal 886-4651 Appointments only 
Management Inc. 
353-5800 
New New New New New 
Hillsdale Apis., 2 bdrm flats, 
very spacious, 9 foot ceilings, 
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 month 
lease. Starts at $600. 
Management Inc. 
New New New New New 
Hillsdale Apts., Large studios 
high vaulted ceilings, unique 
floor plans and car ports. 12 
month lease starts at $350. 
Management Inc. 
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe 
Rd. Laundry on site, lots of 
parking. Starts at $340/ 
month ♦ elec. 
Management Inc. 
Efficiency Apartments, 215 
E. Poe Rd., Starts at $230. All 
utilities included. Half the 
security deposit holds it now. 
Management Inc. 
830 Fourth St The Willow 
House is now Leasing for 
next year. 1 bdrm, gas heal. 
A/C, starting at $340/month. 
Management Inc. 
For a complete lint atop try our 
office, 1045 N. Main, or call 
353-5800 
For Rant: 
1 or 2 bdrm. apts on Unrvartity Lane 6 Clough 
1 bdrm furnished at 117 S. Prospect 
2 bdrm house at 132 Ada 
2 bdrm house at 829 Filth 
Avail. 8/tr97,1 yr. lease cal 352-9371 
For Rent: 1 block from campui. house: 239 
Manvile. 3 bdrm. 1 bath 1 bdrm apt: 239 
tr2Manville Cell 352-9392.  
Free Feb. rent Female subleaser needed im- 
mediately. 2 blocks from campus. $155/mo. 
plus utl. 354-8271  
GREAT 1 or 2 bdrm apt avail NOW, 354-5144. 
Leave message tor Melissa. $$'WeU talk" 
Cheapll  
Houeae for Rant: The following houses are for 
rent tor 97-98 school year. All 12 mo leases. 
tenants pay all util.. sac. dep.. parental guar- 
antee req.no pets. 
1.316 Ridge Rear -1 BR apartment. 2 blocks 
from campus. Aval 5/16797. Rent $27S/mo. 
collected quarterfy Phono 353-4071 ask ton- 
ana to view. 
2.233 W. Kerry-4 BR large house, must have 
4  unrelated tenants.  Avail.  8/18/97.   Rant 
$780/mo collected quarterfy. Slop by end ask 
lenants to view. 
3. 734 Elm-Large 3 BR. 2 bath house. Aval 
8/16*7. Rent $780/mo collected quarterly. 
Phone 354-6114 ask tenants to view. 
For more Information or to sign a lease, 
contact   Arbor   Enlarprleea   et   354-2854. 
Locally owned and managed.  
Houses/1 6 2 bdrm turn, apts year, 9 mo.. 6 
summer leases 352-7454 
Must subls 840 8th St.. 2 bdrm apt. Spacious 
living. Incl membership to spa 6 pool. Aval. 
now until Aug. $425 mo. plus util. Deposit raq 
1 419-278-6922. 
Need tenant! for summer. lallAspnng call 
Christina 353-0130 
Now accepting Rental Apllicatroni lor Fall And 
Summer leases. Cal 354-8800. 
Now Renting Roomt 
Spring Semester 
Call 353 0325 
One A Two bdrm apts. available University 
Count a University Village located at Clough 
and Mercer. Call 352-0164. 
One bdrm apt. two Mocka from downtown BG. 
quiet neighborhood, vary nice, no pats. 
$330. mo • util Avail. March 1. Call 287-4943 
Room avail, in BG home. Grad male prel. Call 
352-1631 or 354-6701. leave message. 
Sublease/!   Needed   NOWI   In   Cambridge 
Commons 
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom. $4So/month Aval HI Au- 
gust. CaJI 353-2189 
BG RADIATOR 
NOT JUSI RADUTORSt 
W* Are NOW 
CERTIrTEOIorA« 



















Students will gain 
professional sales 
experience and can 
earn up to $2,000 in 
10 weeks. 
This is business to 
business sales and 
done by appointment 
only, no   door to 
door. Representatives 
will work 15-20 hours 
per week from mid- 
April through June. 
Hours are flexible. 
Stop by 204 West 
Hall for an applica- 
tion or call Toby at 
372-0430 for more 
information. 
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"I'd sooner chew my leg off than be trapped in this..."        -Bittersweet Me"- R.E.M. 
Jazz alive and 
well in BG 
A Tod MeCloskey The Back Pages s you look around the 
campus, anyone can notice Ihe 
different array of music styles. People 
have their own preference of what 
they like to listen too. whether it be 
rock, rap, alternative. classical. or 
country to name a few. 
One type of music that is a smor- 
gasbord of style that has gained a lot 
of attention around Bowling Green is 
jazz. 
"Before 1 came to school here I 
wasn't exposed to jazz. Now that I've 
been listening to it, it is so 
improvizational that it is always 
changing and you never know what to 
expect." Ethan Edwards, a marketing 
major student says. 
When you think of jazz.Miles 
Davis probably comes to mind, since 
he is one of the most noticeable 
musicians. Jazz is really a compila- 
tion of various music styles thrown 
together. 
For that reason, more and more 
people have been going to jazz 
concerts and bars for simple entertain- 
ment and relaxation. It allows 
individuals to get away from loud 
obnoxious sounds of rock 'n' roll, rap 
and so forth. 
" Jazz really has two parts to it. 
improvisation and a swing feeling." 
Chris Bober. a guitar major at the 
music department says. 
The swing feeling is when you start 
to tap your feet or hand to the rhythm 
of the music. Tim Camninsky. a bass 
player and teacher, creates so many 
different swinging sounds from (he 
I930's that you can't help but tap your 
feet. 
Different instruments used in jazz 
can create a multitude of sounds. 
Guitars, pianos, saxophones, trum- 
pets, trombones, drums and other 
percussion in different combinations 
give unusual tones that put out various 
sounds. 
In and around     BG, the jazz flavor 
has really caught on. Rhythm 'n' 
Brew, a unique music oriented 
restaurant has jazz nights throughout 
the week. 
On Monday nights, they even have 
an open jazz night. This allows young 
students, especially     those of the 
University's music department, to join 
their teachers and other talented 
musicians in songs. 
The freedom of expression and 
openness of jazz creates its own 
niche in music. There is not always a 
set rhythm or pattern, anyone can 
learn to play jazz if they have the will 
to do it. 
"Jazz is so diverse and widespread 
it is hard to say you don't like it 
because you can find jazz in all forms 
of music regardless of what it is," 
Ethan says. 
With Bowling Green's excellent 
music department, the bulk of this 
upsurge in jazz is caused by the many 
active student participants. 
"If there was no music department. 
Jazz com. on pg. 9 
*#i f 
I* 
f 1 *.J&grmm\] 
'Six Degrees' 
showing at 
Eva Marie Saint 
6 
photo by Hideki Kobayashi 
Some of (he finest jazz in (he area can be heard every Wednesday at Easy Street 
r 
Local coffeeshop offers 
an alternative hangout 
Tod MeCloskey 
The Back Pages 
How many limes have you gone to 
typical bar or restaurant to try to get "get 
away" from everything else? The plate 
is loud and it is hard to talk to your 
friends. Drunk people are being obnox- 
ious and hanging over your shoulder. 
It gets old fast and you're left with a 
Jill Balluck, soph., and Sally Croy, jr., interior design majors 
enjoy their coffee at Rhythm n' Brew. 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS: 
There will be a student 
ticket pick-up for the 
Saturday February 22 
men's basketball game 
vs. Toledo. Tickets are 
still free to students 
with a valid BGSU ID. 
photo by Hideki Kob.iy.ishi 
few dollars less than when you started. 
Rhythm ' n' Brew provides a fantastic 
alternative to those typical earache 
spots 
As you walk in the door, you don't 
get blasted with people in your face, or 
smoke, for that matter. This quiet, 
homelike restaurant/lounge presents a 
great atmosphere that allows for much 
enjoyment. It's free of charge unlike 
most of the bars. 
With live jazz entertainment througout 
the week. Rhythm n' Brew sets the 
mood with great peaceful.easy feel- 
ing of soothing jazz. 
Sunday evenings are open folk night, 
so if you play at all and feel limber 
enough you can grap the mike. Mon- 
day is open jazz night, which seems to 
draw good crowds to hear young tal- 
ents in Bowling Green. Since (hey 
have only been open since Sep(. I 
people are still learning abou( it. 
Business has increased. The nighttime 
does a lot. I get a lot of students." the 
owner Shane Roney said. "A lot of 
people come in for the music." 
The light background music is per- 
fect for studying or just talking to 
people. With candles on the tables in 
the evening and comfortable sofas and 
chairs, this place feels more like a 
buddy's house than a restaurant. 
Over time we've added couches, 
some halogen lamps," Roney says. 
There are two smoking rooms in the 
back wilh cable T.V." 
It is unlike any other place in or near 
Bowling Green. Yet. don't call it a cof- 
fee shop because Rhythm 'n' Brew has 
a complete food menu, as well as cof- 
fee and tea. 
People might come in here for a cup 
of coffee or something like that, but (hey 
see we have all (hese subs and salads, 
then they end up eating here." Roney 
said. "Because of Ihe fact that we have 
a complete food menu, I don't see this 
place as a coffee house at all." 
Primarily though, coffee and its as- 
sorted products dominate the market. 
Rhythm 'n' Brew supplies as much 
caffeinated drinks as say Sufficient 
Grounds in Perrysburg. 
"We have a complete espresso bar that 
goes wilh (his kind of atmosphere." 
Roney said. 
If you wan( alcohol, you will have to 
look somewhere else. Actually having 
no alcohol benefits Rhythm'n' Brew be- 
cause of the serenity and atmosphere it 
creates. Alcohol would disrupt the (ran- 
quility. 
"It's a non-alcoholic music outlet, but 
I'm kind of glad because alcohol cre- 
ates a lot of problems ."Roney says. 
Ironically though, Ihe main reason 
why Rhy(hm 'n' Brew docsn'( have the 
booze is lhat there are no liquor licenses 
available. 
Rhythm 'n' Brew isn't worried about 
gelling a license either. With their 
smoking rooms and unique setup its 
simply a fun place to go. 
I think Rhythm 'n' Brew is a nice 
place to go. You can hang out or 
do some studying with good back- 
ground music. It's real relaxing and a 
good place lo meet friends," Ethan 
Edwards, a junior business major said. 
Roney fell this area needed some type 
of unique place. A computer science 
major and a senior at the University. 
Roney just loves working for himself 
and providing a great hangout for stu- 
dents. 
"If I'm going to work I'd rather it be 
for me than someone else." Roney said. 
"It's definitely more rewarding." 
All in all. Rhythm 'n' Brew is a per- 
fect substitute to the bars. Il is a 
smorgasboard of relaxing and entertain- 
ing atmospheres with a restaurant/cof- 
fee house/jazz bar concept. ^^^^m 
Mike Harm 
The Back Pages 
Everyone on (he planet [ is - 
bound] by a trail of six. 
people, these are Ihe words, 
of Ouisa Kitrich. Unfortunately we're 
not always bound lo Ihe nicest, pret- 
(ies( or in (his case, (he mos( honest 
people.   A young con man named 
Paul, played by LaMarcus Johnson, 
bursts into the lives of Flan and Ouisa 
Kilrich. and starts a very intersting 
story. 
Flan Kitricht Mike Obertacz) is an 
art dealer, working on million dollar 
deals every day out of his expensive 
home in New York. His wife Ouisa 
(Jill Van Brussel) is a typical 'riclv 
wife' type who doesn'l know if she's" 
really happy. Their lives are rudely 
intruded upon one night when Paul 
stumbles into (heir apartment bleed- 
ing from a s(ab wound and asking for 
help. Paul claims (o be (he son of 
Sidney Poilier. world famous aclor. 
and impresses Ran and Ouisa. In the 
process he helps Flan gel money for 
a million dollar deal he has in the 
works. 
Paul tells how he had gone to 
Harvard wilh the Kitriches children. 
Flan and Ouisa lei Paul s(ay (he nigh(. 
until their supposed father gels into 
(own (he nex( morning.The nex( 
morning when Ouisa wakes Paul up, 
she finds he has brought a man into 
(heir house and had sex wi(h him, so 
she kicks him ou(. From (hen on Ihe 
police become involved and more in- 
formation becomes available about 
Paul, and his past dealings. 
Johnson is superb at showing how 
lovable and smart Paul is. Oberatac/ 
and Van Brussel narrate the story to! 
perfection. The supporting cast is; 
quite good. Every character has a 
sometimes small, bul very integral; 
part. This was a wonderful produc-' 
lion, bul I don'l have the lime lo de- 
tail the plot line and all (he beautiful 
diaologue. Even if you have seen the 
movie version, theater is quite a dif- 
ferent medium and I strongly encour- 
age you to attend. Support the the- 
ater department and these wonderful 
actors. Six Degrees of Seperation is 
showing Friday and Saturday at at 8 
p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in the Evj 
Marie Saint Theatre. mmmmmm^^ 
i 
Are you interested 
in seeing more sales on 
campus? Do you have any 
ideas for what could be sold? Then 
join the Campus Sales 
Committee for UAO. 
We meet Monday 
nights at 7 p.m. in 
the UAO workroom- 
3rd floor Union. 
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60 Ft. Doils from Wales are touring the US later this month 
U.K.'s 60 Ft. Dolls 
'Clash' with the 
mainstream 
Brandon Wray 
The Back Pages 
There are few bands out today with 
a really original sound, but the United 
Kingdom's 60 Ft. Dolts is certainly 
one of them. 
If you can imagine a band that 
could pull off a great Clash imperson- 
ation, while mixing in Beatlesesque 
harmonies and a rebellious spirit 
reminscent of vintage Sex Pistols, you 
have the Dolls. 
Richard Parfitt, lead singer and 
guitarist for the Dolls, in a live 
interview from Wales said that his 
music is influenced greatly by the 
town the band comes from Newport, 
Wales. 
SPIN magazine has called Newport 
the sight of the next great rock scene. 
Parfitt said that he doesn't buy into 
the "rock scene thing" but does think 
that the cold industrial town has been 
a breeding ground for good bands 
recently. 
"It is an industrial town where the 
economy has been down and people 
aren't working," Parfitt said."AII of 
us here were bom thinking we're 
losers and we have translated that into 
music. Music is really the soundtrack 
of our lives and I think that comes 
through." 
Newport is not any different from 
any other town though. Parfitt added. 
"In any town your environment 
shapes you." Parfitt said." The 
Newport idea could probably be 
applied to any small town where the 
economy is down." 
Parfitt thinks that Newport will 
have trouble being as high profile as 
Seattle because it is a lot smaller than 
Seattle is. 
The band's debut album "The Big 
Three" came out in the U.K. last year 
and reached to number 36 on the 
charts. It was released in the 
UnitedState. in late January. 
The success in the U.K. allowed the 
band to open a few dates for the Sex 
Pistols on their reunion tour last year. 
Parfitt said the Pistols' experience was 
very entertaining and exciting. 
Parfitt said, in his thick British 
accent, he wouldn't be surprised to 
see the Clash reunite and re-name 
themselves Cash, in the spirit of the 
Sex Pistols' reunion. 
The Clash sound of the "Train in 
Vain" and "London Calling" era 
really has a strong influence on the 
Dolls' sound. 
American literature also inspired 
Parfitt and his bandmates, bassist 
Mike Cole, and drummer Carl Bevan. 
They really are into Tom Wolfe and 
other Beat writing. 
The band has been to America 
before and Parfitt said they loved it. 
We have a lot of romantic dreams 
about America after going to New 
York." Parfitt said. "I guess all of 
America is not like New York 
though." 
Fads are very important and 
dangerous to the music scene in the 
U.K. Two years ago the big contro- 
versy was the working class heroes 
Oasis vs. middle class brats Blur feud. 
Parfitt said that the media really tries 
to play up controversy and made each 
band more working class or middle 
class than they actually were. 
"In reality they weren't as different 
as they made them out to be." Parfitt 
said." Recently people tried to label 
us in with the new 'new wave' sound 
that was coming out. but thankfully 
we survived the fad because we really 
didn't sound like that." 
"We are just a rock n' roll band that 
is kind of on the fringe of what is 
going on right now," Parfitt. 
Parfitt said that his music is mostly 
about relationships with some social 
commentary, although he doesn't 
want to be characterized as a political 
band. 
60 Ft. Dolls are reluming to the 
U.S. next week to play a six week 
tour that includes dates in Detroit and 
New Orleans. 
"The Big Three" is a great album 
that is very listenable. It is very 
melodic and infectiously catchy. 
Highlights include "Happy Shopper", 
"Stay", "Pig Valentine", and "The 
One". 
The Dolls's album is avalable on 
Geffen Records. 
jazz cont. from pg. 7 
there would be no jazz in BG." Chris 
says. 
Over at Easystreet Cafe on 
Wednsday evenings, the Faculty Jazz 
Sextet plays or some other jazz band. 
The sextet is composed of music 
professors and teachers from the 
University, that always plays to a 
packed crowd. 
"It is exciting to see my teachers 
because I spend all day working with 
them. Then seeing them play, I can 
learn that much more from them," 
Chris says. 
It is a chance for music students to 
hear their teachers play or perhaps 
even play with them. 
One of the beauties of the music 
department is the hands-on experi- 
ence that develops the students 
musical abilities hearing and playing 
with their professors — jazz thrives 
on this. 
Former Bowling Green students that 
were involved with jazz in BG that 
now continue include — Harold 
Green, who is now a department head 
at a university and Alex 
Anestasopoulos. who just graduated 
and is currently teaching students in 
the area. 
Other jazz cafes and bars in the area 
include — Rusty's Jazz Cafe and 
Murphy's in Toledo. Kobacker Hall, a 
popular concert area for big time 
artists and student performances, is 
always having concerts each week. 
Eddie Daniels, one of the best 
clarinetists in the world played this 
semester, and Sharon Isbin, a 
fabulous guitarist that could outplay 
Eddie Van Halen according to jazz 
purists, performed last semester. 
Music is a part of everyone's life, 
no matter what type it is. Whatever 
you like to hear, there is something 
here in BG's jazz scene that will 
probably make vou want to listen. 
Silverchair tries 
to avoid sophomore 
slump 
he sophomore jinx, it plagues 
many bands. After having a successful 
album, the pressure to duplicate it can 
be overwhelming and impossible. 
Silverchair's new release, "Freak 
Show", offers more than what one 
would expect from this Australian al- 
ternative band. 
"Freak Show" is much more than a 
normal CD. This CD is a hybrid, com- 
bining your traditional CD with inter- 
active multimedia CD-rom capabilities. 
Sony Music calls it CD-Extra. 
After loading "Freak Show" into your 
MAC or PC, the multimedia experience 
takes over. The entire program is in the 
format of a circus from the early 1950's. 
CD-Extra is divided into eight differ- 
ent segmented rooms, each containing 
interviews, live music clips, stories of 
past real circus freaks, videos of hit 
songs, and other graphic shows. 
Four major videos can be found, some 
containing ten seconds worth of film, 
others are entire five-minute songs. 
New Silverchair songs on the Sony 
multimedia experience include. "Freak" 
and "Abuse Me". Older songs off of the 
their first release. "Frogstomp", are, 
'Tommorrow" and "Israel's Son". Also. 
Silverchair does a fifteen second acous- 
tic jam with one of their new hits, 
"Cemetery". 
The interviews, which are scattered 
from room-to-room,offer insight into 
the influences of their music, as well as 
other bands in which they admire. Each 
member of the band gives their opin- 
ion about different issues. 
With something so new as this CD- 
Extra presents, their are some draw- 
backs. The sound quality on many of 
the interviews with Silverchair and live 
performance clips, is scratchy and very 
rough. 
Also, if you live on-campus don't plan 
on listening to this CD as you write a 
paper in the lab. This CD registers dif- 
ferently than all others and just plays 
the CD-Extra portion Otherwise the 
CD is perfectly normal. 




hopes to prove 
it is more than 
a one hit won- 
der with 
"Freak Show" 
sound, this "bonus"provides a lot of fun 
interactive sounds and sights. Okay, 
now for the actual CD review of "Freak 
Show". 
Silverchair, a band from 'down un- 
der' , which scored big with their debut 
album,"Frogstomp", returns with a the 
equally powerful "Freak Show"." 
"Freak Show", exhibits more of 
Silverchair's musical talents, as well as 
a different side to them. 
This album continues the 'Kangaroo 
Country's' version of American pop 
alternative. One difference with this 
album though is appearance of more of 
a softer sound. 
Lead singer. Daniel Johns, actually 
uses his prominent voice more, as op- 
posed to the yelling and screaming of 
"Frogstomp". 
"Learn to Hate", is the only song with 
distorted angry yelling. Johns vocals 
are excellent and is very similar to 
Bush's Gavin Rossdale. "Petrol and 
Chlorine", is the main quiet and soft 
recording where Johns voice really 
takes shape. 
"Cemetary". the first radio hit from 
"Freak Show", uses violins and almost 
has a Bush sound of "Glycerine" in it. 
"Freak Show" could be what people 
were expecting from Bush's album. 
"Razorblade Suitcase", which was a 
perfect example of a sophomore fail- 
ure album. 
"Abuse Me", a possible hit for 
Silverchair. is a soft smooth tune com- 
parable to the Foo Fighter's "Big Me". 
With the continuation of the standout 
bass guitar that has defined 
Silverchair's heavy sound, the band has 
adapted it to fit softer rhythms. 
"Freak Show" is worth a purchase, as 
it skips over the sophomore jinx with 
ease. 
With 13 tracks, including one big hit 
in "Cemetery" and two more possible, 
as well as the CD-Extra multimedia 
experience. "Freak Show", is a surprise 
positive for the faltering pop alterna- 
tive world. 
\\ hat's on lap this 
\» eekend 
Easystreet Cafe 
Jackie—O Big Dave 
Friday Saturday 
Howard's Club H 
Baked Potato 
Friday and Saturday 
Gish Film Theater 
Movie times: 7:30 p.m. (free) 
It Came From  How the West 
Outer Space        Was Fun 
Olscamp Hall, Room 111 
Eraser 
Friday and Saturday 
Showtimcs: 8 p.m. and 11 p.m. 
Eva Marie Saint Theater 
Six Degrees of Separation 
Friday/Saturday: 8 p.m. 
Sunday: 2 p.m. 
Union Ballroom 
Friday. 8-11 p.m ($3) 
'Puttin' on the Hitz" 
Talent Show 
University Ballroom 
Saturday, 7 p.m. ($15) 
"Every Good-bye Ain't Gone" 
Black Anthology '97 
Bryan Recital Hall 
Faculty Artist Series 
Russell Schmidt —Piano 
Sunday. 3 p.m. 
Women's Gymnastics 
Eppler Complex 
Saturday. 2 p.m. 
Men's Basketball 
At Toledo: Saturday, 7 p.m. 
University Hall, 4th Floor 
Casino Night 
10 p.m. ($5; $4 in 1930's costume) 
Planetarium 
Comets Are Coming 
Friday: 8 p.m.; Saturday: 7:30 p.m 







Captain Kick Ass 
Love, 
Alyson, Angela, 
Janice & Molly 
rFREE! 
i    Bring thi 
" cookie^tyi 
I -T*j»     Feb. 3*V 
i Stiver%iver Cafe 
/^/v^fao  l/niica Kmrscher Sundial Food Court      I 
X^l Howard's ClubH |A^ 
">«   ■    ■ Mon-Sat 12-12:30 am ■    ■   ■^>\^«' 
^TJ>»J 210 N Main     Sun 5-2:30 am       352 - 9951  |l#j 
FRIDAY • SATURDAY 
Baked Potato 
Band Starts at 10:00pm 
• Pool • Video Games • Electronic Darts • Pinball 
Be Named the USG Organization of the Year! 
Join fellow members of University organizations, faculty, staff, and administrators in the recognition 
of BGSU's University Organizations at the: 
1st Annual USG University Banquet 
Wednesday, March 5 at 7p.m. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University Union 
Featured Speaker: Dr. Charles Mlddleton, 
provost and vice president of academic affairs 
$12 per person and is bursarable. Dinner is included 
RSVP by Friday, February 21 
USG Will Be Awarding the USG Organization Of The Year Award!" Here U how vou enter, 
• Submit a 5 to 10 minute video to USG displaying how your organization has benefited the BGSU 
community through community service, events, etc. 
• Top three videos will be shown at USG'* 1st Annual University Banquet in front of University 
administrators, faculty, staff and other University organizations. 
• $15 donation to Dance Marathon is required to enter. 
• Deadline la Friday, February 21. Videos and donations can be sent to USG, 404 Saddlemire 
Student Services. 
You Don't Hare To Submit A Video To Attend The Banauetn 
• All organizations at the banquet will be recognized • 
• An award will be given to the organization who has the moat members in attendance • 
Don't Mia* Thla Opportunity To Recognize And Support Our Student Leaders! 
MID AM MA NO It 
NOT MANY 
APARTMENTS LEFT 
FOR NEXT YEAR!! 
•Within walking distance of 
campus 
•Air conditioning 
•2 bdrm, Furnished or 
Unfurnished 
•Gas, Heat, Water included 
with rent 
Call Now!!!! 
352-4380     641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG 
* 
KM' mm 
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// HYPE" examines 
the Seattle scene 
Unless they have been living 
under a rock for Ihe last 5 years, 
hardly anyone could have escaped the 
"grunge" phenomenon which recently 
swept across our pop culture. Well, if 
you were under that rock or you 
simply want to relive the alternative 
era the critically acclaimed movie 
"HYPE" is coming to Bowling Green 
next week in the Gish Film Theatre. 
Few people though probably know 
about the origins of "grunge" music, 
which existed in obscurity for years 
until Nirvana opened up a musical 
Pandora's box with "Smells Like 
Teen Spirit". 
"HYPE" is chronicles the early 
years of the Seattle scene. Several 
popular bands like Soundgarden. 
Nirvana. Seven Year Bitch, and Pearl 
Jam are featured in the live perfor- 
mances and interview clips. 
The Seattle sound began in 1984 
and hit its peak in 1992 when Nirvana 
broke. About this time, producer 
Steve Helvey and director Doug Pray 
decided to 'document the music and 
the attending madness.' Pray said. 
"Wouldn't it be fascinating to be in a 
place where there was so much 
craziness going on and talk to the 
people who were living there and 
Bowie returns to Earth 
As king of the Seattle scene 
Kurt Cobain plays a promi- 
nent role in HYPE 
trying to deal with it," Pray said. "We 
wanted to find the story underneath 
the story." 
"HYPE" includes the first live 
performance of "Teen Spirit", and 
commentary from band members, 
label owners, and publicists who 
helped make the Seattle scene. 
"HYPE" will be shown in the Gish 
Film Theatre at 7p.m. and 9p.m. on 
Febr. 26. Admission is $2.00. 
Depression 
is an illness- 
not a weakness. 
wear of r>mss/cv 
http://www.save.org 
Troy Reynolds 
The Back Pages 
"I'm afraid of Americans. I'm afraid 
of the world." he once said. David 
Bowie is not afraid of anything, as 
evidenced by his new album. "EART 
HLI NG." The musical chameleon 
has struck again, but he misses the 
mark this time around. 
A mixture between pop and 
industrial rock. Bowie's latest does 
not have the same impact as many of 
his seventies classics or his more 
recent efforts. "EART HL 1 NG" 
seems to be more of a return to 
Bowie's eighties output — music for 
mass consumption, with an infectious 
beat, but without a real driving force 
or any heart behind it. In addition, it 
appears to be a concept album, but the 
thematic connection is very weak. 
That is not saying that every song 
on the album is a throwaway. The 
opening. "Little Wonder." which 
Bowie performed on Saturday Night 
Live, should perform very strongly. It 
is one of the few songs on the album 
in which the music does not suffocate 
the energy. Bowie's vocals can be 
heard through the chaotic guitars and 
synthesizers. While it has never been 
his voice as much as the lyrics, it is 
Bowie's vocals that carry the song. 
The major problem with the rest of 
the songs is the habit of overproduc- 
ing. Too often, melody and structure 
arc passed up for a labyrinth of 
electronically produced confusion. It 
seems that Bowie has fallen prey to 
the notion of the bigger the better. 
While a musician such as the artist 
formerly known as Prince can often 
get away with such things, the 
complexity only hinders this album. 
Some songs do escape this fate, 
however. "Battle for Britain (the 
letter)" sounds like a revision of a 
much earlier Bowie song. "All the 
Madmen." This time around, the song 
has been updated to fit into the style 
of the album, but it has not been 
overly modified. This makes it one of 
the more straightforward and 
enjoyable songs on the album. 
"Seven Years in Tibet" also 
manages to come through without too 
much studio interference, but that is 
probably the best part of the song. 
Other than that, it is not really 
memorable or noteworthy 
Track six, "Telling Lies." is another 
good song, which immediately stands 
out from a group of mediocre songs. 
Bowie croons "May I pass a bad 
infection. Gasping for my resurrec- 
tion." Well. Bowie's last few albums 
have resurrected his career, at least 
critically. This album may negate 
some of that recent progress, though. 
The final song on the album. "Law 
(Earthlings on fire)." is satisfactory, 
but nothing special. It opens with the 
refrain, "I don't want knowledge, I 
want certainty." Bowie has been 
searching for certainty through music 
for over 25 years. He is attempting to 
create the perfect song, which will 
transcend music and become a 
"certainty" to him. something that 
will represent and embody his 
personal vision of existence. He has 
come very close before, but this is not 
one of those limes. I wished for more 
in the first album that Bowie has 
produced solo since 1974's "Diamond 
Dogs," and I was disappointed. This 
is not a bad album, but probably only 
one for Bowie fanatics. 
(^Love from Home 
Congratulations! 
1997 Taste of Home Winners 
V Marble Square V 
Heather L. Jenney 
V Easter Meat Pie V 
Nick and Tony Azzarello 
Taste of Home Recipe Contest Sponsored by 
BGSU Dining Services 
Preferred Properties 
MANAGEMENT COMPANY 
530 S. MAPLE ST. 352-9378 
Leasing Summer & Fall 
Fox Run 







All residents receive a membership to 
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA 
(In door heated swimming pool, sauna. Hydra - Spa Whirlpool, 
complete exercise equipment, complete locker room and 
shower facilities.) 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
COM€ ROCK TH€ HOU'S€ THRT ROARS 
BG vs. Toledo 
7:00 
GRT6S OP€N RT 6;00 p.m. 
.COAA6 6RRIV TO G€T R GOOD S6RT 
Falcon Sports on 
WBGU Radio JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
M                                              W        Large assortment of 
m                                           ^        Houses, Duplexes, 
A • V1 |^ mmmJk        and Apartments 
Jfc         mi urn miiiiiiiiiiiiiiii' 
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
^[^%                              354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 




















NOW ON TAP! 
HUNT FOR IT AT 
PARTICIPATING    J'^s^HBSI 
ESTABLISHMENTS LIGHT 
m*®
A "BEAST" OF A DEAL! 
^ A "BEASTLY" DEAL! 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
The City 5   All My Children.«: 







CABLE   STATIONS 
tUBng 
roung and ma Heslless   Bold 4 B      As th« World Turns S. Guiding lignt (In stereo) Oprah Winfrey .a 
One Lite to Live V 
Another World .5 
Ncwlywed 
Dinosaurs 
Copeland     Truth 
Bill Nye Ancestors    Gouimet 
OarUttH    Gargoylw 
Mt/fa: as* Thaalni ot Blood"(l973) Vacant Pnca. 
General Hospital ir Rosie ODonnell« 
Leeza (In Stereo) 
Sil-Be Frt     Bill Nye       Creatures    Wishbone 
Quilting 
Ducks 
fiews JL      I News JC 
BaywMch "Tali Snow" Hontel WiHiams JC 
Sesame Street J 











Home Imp.   Mad-Vou 
Bloomberg News 
Simpsons    Martin X 
Jeopardy! 
Entertain Hard Copy 







Raymond   [JAG "Full Engagement' 
Movtr *t4 'TheFJinisfones"(l994,Comedy)] 
Unsolved Mysteries K 
Wash. Wk. Wall St. 
Sliders "The Eiodus" S 
Crook 1 Chase 
Dateline (In Stereo) £ 
Nash Bridges (In Stereo) 
20/20:« 
Homicide: Ue 
People and the Power Game (B) (Part 2 of 2) I 
Antiques Roadshow X 
Millennium Sacrament" 
Jerry Springer 




Late Show (In Stereo) " 
Nightlinejr|Polilically 
M'A'S'H X Tonight Show (In Stereo) 
Charlla ROM (In Steieo) iNawshour- 
Served       jThis Is America 
Star Trek: Neit Gener. 
Paid Prog.   News(R) 
Nt«s 
ESPN Sportscenter (R) 
Kids in Hall Ullman Daily Show  Dr Kali 
Sr.PGA 
SoapX     |Whose?     | Saturday Night Uval! 
Inside PGA Senior PGA GoM: Amencan Express Inv. 
Movie: ••': "Reall*"(l9?9) Alben Biooks. 
PGA GoM: Tucson Classic •• Second hound (Live) 
Ticks 
Up Close 
Praam On  |JusHce       |UaraaI Sinbad: Brain Damaged 
SporUoanter |FJgura Sajllng: Europom Cnflmptonshps. 
TDavidson [Justice 
winter boons Festival Sportscentar I 
Lizards 
Strongman 
HBO LitUeWmn  |Mov»r ««>> Trappaflr Paraom"(l9»l)'PG-13' Movie: 'Ths Mage BtlCc«J''11993| llastortaa [akrvia:.-Laoyoucg-(t992) PG-I3X Juror ■Deliver Bum from EviAU Vle»'     |Movie:«»i XiHOfOearf|-(l995)R   Movie: "P'Ofi«(orMurc»r-(1997)LanceHennksen   |DennisM SeiBytes 
SC Tribe TV Siding: US Men's Pro Snowboard Skiing Skiing        |BoardWild More and Les Levine Hockey      MAC Now Thor'bred Thor"brad  |NPSL Soccer: Tampa Bay Terror at Cleveland Crunch (Live) More and Les Levine College Hockey: Ik Superior at Men 
\yhnr SCIFl BelWve It-Not Myslaries     Monsters Masters ol Fantasy X 
USA Live    |USA Live 
Incredible Hulk Bionic Woman Six Million Dollar Man Twit. Zone It*. Wars She-Wolf ol London Movie: i. -|VorBo/Oracula"(l979) Michael Noun. Fri. the 13th Series She-Woll of London 
USA Major Dad   [Lost-Earth USALive      USALive USA Live     USALive Wanted        Top Cops Wings JC     Wings I Renegade (In Stereo) X Highlander: The Series Movie: •••> "The Paperboy"(1994) Aleiandra Paul. La Femme Nikita Love" Movie' «•'.   Risky Business' (1963) 
SATURDAY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        FEBRUARY 22,1997 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
m Beakman College BaskelbaJI         ICokVagaBasketball CM*n« at i>:P.iu 1(1 r.e)X   ICollege Basketball Skiing: Alpine and Fieestyki News! CBS News Fortune     |WKRP Medicine Woman           |Early Edition (In Stereo)  [Walker. Teiias Ranger.ft. News ■■■ Outer Limits On Stereo) 
<P Pooh Weekend Faces-Courage Paid Prog. |PGA GoM: Tucson Classc - Trurd Round (Live) X Wide Work) ol Sports I NewsX ABC News Entertainment Tonight Movie: avH "Tlie Bodyguard" (1992. Suspense) Kevtf Costner. (In Stereo) X NewsX Movie: "A*/ Blue Heaven 
d> Inside Stuff Per Power Detroit Fitness Track and Raid Softball All-Star Garr.e College Basketball Providence al Notre Dame. X Telecsst NBC News M'A'S'H X|CashEip. TV Censored Bloopers Screen Actors Guild Awards (In Steieo Live) X Empty Nest Saturday Night Live X 
*P Burt Wolf's Garden Gouimet Old House Workshop   :Hometime Wdwright KaUen Cucina Nsturesc'n Prime Ancestors Austin City Limits Lawrence Walk Show Antiques Roadshow " Thomas JeWerson I                         |Dancers Red Green Red Green Nature X 
fF> Michigan Wdwright Old House Hometime Workshop {Grilling Gourmet Cucina Painting Painting Garden Garden Travels      [Hermitage Lawrence Welk Show Creatures Great 1 Small "Alee m Wonderland" Great Performances Austin City Limits (Off Air) 
*P Cape (In Stereo) X Xena: Warrior Princess Ath. Awards NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wogs at St Louis Blues From Kiel Center. X Hercules-Jrnys. Seinfeld X | Home Imp. Cops.it.      [Cops  H  | America's Most Wanted FIX: The Series Mad TV (In Stereo) X Unlouch. 
© Spoilt       |Movtt                                                                                      jMovta Scoreboard Entertainers (In Stereo) Movie Paid Prog. Paid Prog. Tales-Crypt | Tales-Crypt Watches 
03 Movie:** "VWoca/s"(t966. Comedy} Gold* Hawn. |Movie: Potce Academy 2: Their Fnl Assortment"  [Movie:** "National Lampoon's European Vacation' [Simpsons Step-Step Martin X    | Fresh PT. Movie: ..'. "When i Man Iowa lVoman"(l994) Maws Roseanne Viper "Shutdown" "Thcmp- 
CABLE   STATIONS 
CON Fawtty T.    |Fawrty Towers               [Whose? Movie: ••• "I0"(I979. Comedy) Dudley Moore      |0n Delivery Kickin' Aspen: Comedy Fosworthy |DrtamOn   |DreamOn Daily Show |DailyShow On Delivery Rowan Atkinson: Face   [Gallagher   |DreamOn   |DreamOn   |Foiworthy |TickX Movie: "tO" 
ESPN Collage Basketball: George wasrington at Temple PBA Bowling Northwest Classic.       [Fishing: Race S Reel Horse Racing [Senior PGA Gctf Sport scenter Sportslglit Knockouts Boung Mike McCallum vs James Toney (Live) X Sportscenter I! Supeibouls 
HBO It 115) Movie: "In-line" |Tracey      {Daddy's Gal (InStereo)  |Movie:** •Clu6Paradrje"(l996)X Prolessnt Movie: •• "Steal ftg. SlealUf«i"(l99S| Andy Garcia .'PG-13 I Movie: ••* "Peggy Sue Got Mated" (1986) X Movie: 1M»jEwrs'Boys"(1997) AltieWoodard X Boxing: Garti vs Paneison 
SC College Basketball Miami al St. John's. (Live) Tennis ATP Kroger.St Jude SemrVial. (live) Reds Wrap Women's Cosege Basketball Thor'bred Thor'bred  jMassimino |Cosege Basketball Iowa at Oho Stale (Live)        |Colksge Basketball Louis at S Wss                   |Baskeibaii 
SCIFl Collision Course Earth Star Wars  |TrailerPark Movie: Assault on Dome 4 "(1997) Joseph Culp I Mystery Science Theater 3000                              |Tredar SFVorte. Movie  ...   lSJaps*> (1M0 iPUarll   ns»           [Movie. •'. "A iija.'or 1/ 7' e MuU&on"| toy. Honor] [Mystery Science Theater 3000 |R| 
USA MortalK      |Dragon Figure Skating Reflections ol Ice (Rl                     | Movie: '6VedAive/r(1997) TmMatneson X      |Movk): *«'i "The Paperboy '1994) Aleiandra Paul Lost-Earth |Duckman   |Mone: ••• "Pcsse"(i993. Western) Mano van Peebles           |Mo*it: "Tans YouLmt. Heads You re c*ad"(1995) 
SUNDAY                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             FEBRUARY 23,1997 
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BROADCAST   STATIONS 
Q> College Basketball Mchi jan at Purdue. (Live) X College Basketball Connecncut at Vikanova (live) X               |Skiing: Alprie and Freestyle NewsX CBS News 60 Minutes (in Stereo) X Touched by an Angel X Movie: "rVohiSms "(1997. Drama) Valerie Berime* News i: Meoicine Woman 
<B Rocket Paid Prog. Paid Prog. |PaidProg. High School Basketball                                        |PGA GoH Tucson Classic - Fnal Round (Live) X NewsX SBC News Videos Videos Deadliest Volcanoes Movie: "Votaro Pre on the A4ounNKi"(!997)X NewsX Siskel Jwo i: 
© Closer NBA Show NBA Basketball OeVM Pistons at Washmgton Bullets X NBA Baskelball New York Knoks at Los Angeles Lakers. X Biomagnetics Dateline X Movie:.... "Sch>nGiefs Lisf'(t993) A war profiteer saves hrs Jewish workers from death. Used Cars Editors Paid Prog. 
& Filing Line Contrary Thomas Jefferson X GokJwater Market Adam Sm. McLaughlin[McLaughlin Nova (In Stereo) X Lawrence Welk Show Book of Virtues Nature "A lemurs Tale- Masterpiece Theatre The Fnal Cut" |fl) X Mystery!: Morse NatureX 
© Hometime Workshop Old House | Baking Desserts Gourmet Quills Sowing Lawrence Welk Show AdamSffl.  |Journal Ancestors Creatures National Geographic Nature "A Lemur's Tale" Masterpiece Theatre "The Fnal Cut" (R) X Mystery!: Morse KM An) 
* 
Movie: ««'7 "fiefumloMaypem/"(I966.Comedy) Mone .. .  ivronaaajntawfitomifi (IIM) Movie: ••« The War ol me ROSM"(!9S9) Coach :' Mad-You Worlds Fun. Simpsons   | King ol Hill X-Fiks "Unrequited" I Star Trek: Voyager X Star Trek: Next Gener. Star Trek 
Auto Show |We«St       |Movie                                                        |Cota1TV    |CoastGu. American Gladiators X [Extremists [Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X Could It Be a Miracle Movie: *.'i ''Thompson'sLastflun"(i986. Drama) FOX Sports News Criminals KwikWit; Jeweiry 
W Movie: ... "4SHfiS "(1962) N«k Nolle                 |Movie: ..': "Anofner 4sMBS."[1990). N«k Nolle Movie:.. "tVrjar"(1987)WhoopiGoldberg Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyager X Viper "Shutdown"            jRoseanne   [Home Imp. NewsX      |SportsXtra Roseanne Transition Talk 
CABLE   STATIONS 
COM Sinbad: Brain Damaged TDavidson [Bellamy Justice      |Juslica i Davidson TDavidson 'Bellamy Lizards      Justice TDavidson [Sinbad: Brain Damaged TickX       |On Delivery Movie:.. "MslciycVtheVVbrW Part 1"(1981)         [Dr. Kalz      |The Critic Daily Show [On Delivery Tick :l 
ESPN Sportsctr.   |Sporlslight PPG CART World Series Equestrian: AGA Champ. Ti,-.n-,p.!C Skiing Eclipse Awards Special Senior PGA Golf Sportsceniei NHL Hockey: New Yak Rangers al Philadelphia Fryers, (live) X Sportscenter 31 NFL Great 
HBO (It l5)Movta: Juror          |r*»ie..'."Shejtovr>garJeiy"(1968)'Pe-l3 Movie:.. "Gongl/n«r"(!99l)'PG' |Movk»:•• "FasiGetaway/r(i994)X Movie: "Cr0S5*nr«S"(:997) 'PG-13 Movie  ■■•      i.ewWifnrhe Vampire' (1994)'R* [ComedyHour Movie:..': 'TheJuror"I1996|"R"X 
SC College Basketball Boston Colege al Pittsburgh. College Basketball: UAB at N C -Charlotte            [College Basketball St Louis al South Fonda (Live) |Hoops USA Baskelball Women's College Basketball: Va al N.C ABL Basketball PlayoMs: Semifinal Game Women's College Basketball 
sci n Web                              |NewEdge  [CNet Collision Course Earth Movie: "Journey lo the Far Soeoime Sun"(t969) Movie ..   ;--:C.i" (1977 Hc.-o'l James Bioln Sightings ■!■ Steieo).« Swamp     | Swamp Flash Twn S'leaks' X Robocop: The Series Web |R] New Edge 
USA Wings X    |Movie:... "Posse"(l993. Western) Mano Van Peebles Movie: ..'j "rC?"(1992. Adventure) Michael Biehn Movie: ••'. "Shocl 10 Ker (1988) Sidney Poitier. Claude       |WeirdSd. Pacific Blue (In Stereo) Silk Slalkings   Lea-, Big Easy (In Stereo) X Silk Slalkings (In Stereo) B'g Easy - 
MCNS BHSKCTBAU vs. Toledo 
SRTURDRV at 7:00 AND6RSON RR6NR 
R6M€MB€R TO PICK UP STUDC-NT TICKCTS flT AACMORinL HPLL TICKCT OFFICC 
ONE BEDROOM TWO BEDROOM Cinemark Theatres 
a CINEMA 5IT 
1HHPR 
CIROCIQEilL]E. 
Nightly 9:45    ■' 
Sat Sun Mat 4:00 
r.OsorSomlHtkm! 
THE ENGLISH 
IB   PATIENT-^- 
Nightty 7:00 
¥riim& J2Mid 





DJ Request Night 
with Josh & Mathy 
$1.00 Fare 
'For Elderly (65+), Handicapoed Persons & Children 4-13 w/Adulf 
Transit I.D. Card Required" 
' Available at Grant's Administrator's Office, 
354-6203 
▼ 
Van w/ Lift Available: Wheelchair Access & 
Group Seating 
Hours: 6:00 A.M. - Midnight 
Monday - Saturday 
BG Taxi Information is available in large print and 
audio tape format upon request. 





will be riding 
K.<;. Tiisi 
:r>2-«i7'Mi 
This service is 
financed in part 
from operating 
assistance grant 
from ODOT & FTA 
Visit JCPennev for your 
Spring Break Needs. 
Get 2 5%°" 
any in store regular price merchandise 
with your BGSU student ID 
Choose from a variety of top name brands. 
Nike apparel, Silvertab jeans, champion, Levi and 
much more. 
(lull I hour before service is m*«lt*«l. 





2 bidroom furnished.andunfurnished 
May and August 1997 
1 or 2 Bedroom summer onty 
Cimited available 
2 Blocks from Campus 
480 Lehman 354-3533 
\ 
I 
